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Abstract
Aqueous Zn metal batteries with economic, nontoxic, and intrinsically nonflammable
superiority are regarded as the reliable energy storage candidates to complement the
conventional Li-ion batteries. A variety of cathode materials have been developed with
decent electrochemical performance. Turning to the anode side, despite a high
volumetric capacity of 5851 mAh/cm3 for Zn metal, their commercial application is
highly plagued by the poor reversibility primarily related to the dendrite growth. This
thesis aims to achieve reversible Zn metal anodes through interface engineering.
First, we examine the potential effect of desolvation kinetics on Zn
deposition/stripping behavior. Acetonitrile (AN) co-solvent with a strong solvation
ability is introduced into the electrolytes. The enhanced intermolecular interactions
between Zn2+ and the mixed H2O/AN solvents lead to the supersaturating of adatoms
on the electrode. Consequently, homogeneous nucleation and smooth growth of Zn are
enabled for achieving a high average Coulombic efficiency of ~99.64%. Similarly, an
oligomer poly(ethylene glycol) dimethyl ether is developed as a competitive solvent to
further regulate the electrode/electrolyte interface for homogenous Zn nucleation. It can
shift the water-occupied interface into oligomer one through preferential Zn surface
adsorption, enabling increased nucleation sites and dendrite-free Zn morphologies.
Furthermore, it also weakens the water/water and water/Zn2+ interaction through rich
ether groups and strong solvation ability, alleviating the parasitic reactions. Thanks to
these synergistic features, the Zn deposition/stripping lifetime is over tenfold increased
at both low and high temperatures.
Along with electrolyte optimization, a simple electrochemical method, pulsed
cycling protocol, is proposed to control Zn nucleation. Specifically, we demonstrate the
dual and contradictory roles of current density (J) in kinetics and thermodynamics using
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Zn metal anode as a model system. The well-known former renders decreased Sand’s
time (τ) and deteriorative cycling stability, while the commonly overlooked latter
provides larger extra energy that accelerates nucleation rate (νn). Based on the
discoveries, an initial high J (IHJ) cycling protocol is proposed to form sufficient nuclei
at a high J for guiding subsequent metal deposition at the lower J, achieving highperformance Zn, Li, and K metal batteries.
Besides the Zn nucleation optimization, we also regulate the subsequent Zn growth
process by constructing a metallic tin-coated separator. Its conductivity helps
homogenize Zn2+ flux and delays the initiation of Zn dendrites, while its zincophilicity
enables face-to-face Zn growth and eliminates the inevitably formed Zn dendrites.
Accordingly, a dramatically improved cycle life of 1000 h (5 mA/cm2, 5 mAh/cm2) is
realized on Zn/Zn symmetric cells. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the approach
could be readily extended to Na/K metal anodes.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

This chapter summarizes the advantages of zinc metal batteries. The challenges and
corresponding resolved methods for zinc metal anodes are also discussed.
1.1 Development of zinc metal batteries
1.1.1 Advantages of zinc metal batteries
The utilization of conventional fossil fuels, e.g., oil and coal, inevitably renders the
issues of environmental pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.1 In this scenario, the
search for green and clean energy resources, such as wind, solar, tidal, and geothermal,
is attracting extensive attention in worldwide research.2 Nonetheless, their directly
efficient use is largely restricted by the inherent intermittence and dispersibility of
renewable energy.3 Electrical energy storage (EES) is a promising approach to capture
the energy harnessed from these “uncontrollable” sources. Of existing EES
technologies, rechargeable Li-ion batteries (LIBs) that possess prominent cycle life and
high energy density have undoubtedly become a protagonist, especially in the energy
market of portable electronics and electric vehicles.4,5 However, their application as a
large-scale EES system is greatly plagued by the several issues, including the limited
lithium reserves, high cost of raw materials and safety issues related to the flammable
organic solvents.6 This dilemma has stimulated the researchers to seek alternative
advanced battery systems featuring environmentally friendly, economic benefits, safety,
and excellent cycle stability/rate capability.
Aqueous rechargeable batteries (ARBs) have been regarded as one of the most
promising candidates since the employment of water as an electrolyte solvent basically
meets the above demand.7-9 Specifically, the cost can be highly reduced by utilizing
cheap water solvent/water-soluble solutes and manufacturing ARBs under an ambient
1

atmosphere. Water solvent is intrinsically noninflammable and nontoxic. Additionally,
superior power outputs could be achieved thanks to the fast ion transport in aqueous
media. Among various ARBs, zinc metal batteries (ZMBs) have received dramatically
increasing interest, owing to the following merits: i) Zn metal that is relatively stable in
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Zn elements are amphoteric metals where four different forms exist in an aqueous
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anode (Figure 1.1a), while other metals with higher reactivity, including sodium,
potassium, calcium, magnesium, and aluminum, cannot stably exist.11,12 Zn metal
anode possesses a high volumetric capacity of 5851 mAh/cm3 and specific capacity 820
mAh/g (Figure 1.1b), which is dramatically higher than available anodes in other
ARBs.13 ii) Note Zn foil as an anode is commercially available. This can remove
complicated electrode fabrication procedures, commonly consisting of mixing, casting
and spreading of slurry and solvent evaporation, which helps reduce processing cost
and boost processing efficiency.14 iii) The appropriate redox potential of -0.76 V vs. the
standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) and high kinetic overpotential for hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER) concurrently guarantee a feasible Zn deposition/stripping
process in aqueous electrolytes (Figure 1.1c).15,16
1.1.2 Electrolyte systems for ZMBs
Current ZMBs could be divided into two groups based on the pH of their electrolytes
(Figure 1.1d).13,17 One is alkaline ZMBs where pH is > 7.0, e.g., Zn-air and Zn-Ni
energy storage systems. During the discharge process, Zn metal loses electrons and then
reacts with OH-, generating the soluble Zn(OH)42- (Zn + 4OH- → Zn(OH)42- + 2e-).
Subsequently, Zn(OH)42- would turn into insoluble ZnO (Zn(OH)42- → ZnO + 2OH- +
H2O) and passivate electrodes when continually accumulated Zn(OH)42- become
supersaturated. Reverse electrochemical and chemical reactions occur in the following
charge procedure. However, daunting issues associated with dendrite growth, corrosion,
passivation, and low Coulombic efficiency (CE) render severe capacity fading and hold
back their practical application.18 To relieve these issues, researchers recently
investigate Zn deposition/stripping behavior in mild acidic electrolytes (3.0 > pH > 6.0),
i.e., acidic ZMBs.19-21 Compared with alkaline ZMBs, the formation of the ZnO
passivation layer could be largely restrained in acidic ZMBs due to the existence of H+,
3

which improves deposition/stripping reversibility and inhibits dendrite growth to some
extent. Their simple working mechanism only involves the reduction of Zn2+/oxidation
of Zn metal. Considering these virtues, we mainly discuss ZMBs based on acidic
electrolytes in the following parts.
1.1.3 Cathode materials for ZMBs
Given a fixed anode, the energy density of ZMBs would be highly dependent on the
cathode materials. Moreover, their redox reaction kinetics play a vital role in the rate
performance and power density of ZMBs. Massive efforts have been therefore
dedicated to screening and developing appropriate cathode materials, mainly including
manganese-based compounds, vanadium-based oxides, Prussian blue analogs (PBAs),
and organic compounds.22-25
Manganese-based compounds
Because of the low cost, natural abundance, and environmental benignity of
manganese-based oxides, they are widely employed in ZMBs. Manganese dioxide
(MnO2), the most typical example, could deliver a theoretical capacity of 308 mAh/g
and a decent discharge voltage of 1.35 V (Figure 1.2a).26 Fast capacity degradation is
often observed due to the dissolution of Mn2+ from MnO2 during the discharge/charge
process. Such deterioration could be suppressed by introducing MnSO4 additive into
electrolytes which probably changes the dissolution equilibrium of Mn2+.27 It is worth
mentioning that Zn2+ storage mechanisms of MnO2 are complicated. Several reaction
mechanisms, such as Zn2+ insertion/extraction, H+/Zn2+ co-insertion, conversion and
dissolution-deposition, are proposed. Further efforts are needed to develop an insoluble
Mn-based cathode with a higher cycling capacity.24
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Figure 1.2 Rate performance of (a) Zn/MnO227, (b) Zn/V2O528 and (c) Zn/ZnHCF
batteries29. (d) Galvanostatic discharge/charge curves of Zn/C4Q battery at 20 mA/g30.
Vanadium-based oxides
Beyond the manganese-based family, vanadium-based oxides have received a growing
interest owing to their accessible vanadium oxidation states and multi-electron redox
reactions.31 For example, V2O5 with layered structure is built with square pyramid
layers sharing their edges/corners. Its distinct reaction mechanism involves repeated
Zn2+/H2O co-insertion/extraction from V2O5 during the discharge/charge process. The
discharge product is a new layered phase ZnxV2O5·nH2O. It could deliver an average
discharge voltage of 0.72 V and a reversible capacity of 470 mAh/g at 0.2 A/g (Figure
1.2b).28 The primary challenges of vanadium-based oxides are by-product formation
and vanadium dissolution, which could be partly mitigated through optimizing
electrolyte formulations.
PBAs
5

Another popular cathode material group is PBAs, AxM1[M2(CN)6]y·nH2O, where A
represents alkali metal (e.g., Na and K), and M1 and M2 are transition metals (e.g., Fe
Co and Ni).32 In the typical crystal structure of PBAs, M1 and M2 are octahedrally
bonded with C and N atoms of cyanide CN ligands to form M1C6 and M2N6. The
formation of such an open 3D framework allows rapid Zn insertion/extraction in PBAs.
PBAs commonly provide high output voltage of ~1.7 V but insufficient specific
capacity (Figure 1.2c).29 In addition, fast capacity decline is detected due to unstable
phase transformation. Therefore, more efforts should be applied to promote both their
capacity and stability.
Organic compounds
In addition to inorganic cathode materials mentioned above, organic compounds are
highly appealing cathodes with the merits of sustainability, low toxicity, and
biodegradability.33 Quinone compounds have received increasing attention recently for
ZMBs because they are stable in aqueous media. They uptake/release Zn2+ via a
coordination reaction where carbonyl groups act as active centers. Taking the C4Q
cathode as an example, it exhibits a cycling capacity of 335 mAh/g, a flat operation
voltage of 1.0 V, and decent capacity retention of 87 % at 500 mA/g after 1000 cycles
(Figure 1.2d).30 Despite this promising performance, their practical application in
ZMBs is still impeded by the inferior stability, mainly because of the slight solubility
of discharged products in water, which motivates research to search for more
alternatives with excellent stability and higher cycling capacity/voltage.
As shown in Figure 1.3, we compare the above cathode materials in light of the
capacity and working voltage. It is found that various superiorities are displayed for
different cathodes. For instance, the Prussian blue analogs have the highest average
voltages, while vanadium-based oxides possess the highest cycling capacities. In short,
6
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Figure 1.3 A summary of promising cathode materials for ZMBs.
1.1.4 Anode materials for rechargeable zinc ion batteries
As discussed above, abundantly available cathode materials are developed for Zn ion
batteries with decent electrochemical performance. Zn metal is the most promising
candidate for the anode side due to its high specific capacity and convenient availability.
However, its practical application is partly limited by the issues of dendrite growth and
poor reversibility. Several Zn-metal free materials (e.g., intercalation hosts) are
therefore proposed as the anodes to circumvent these challenges but significantly
compromise the energy density of Zn-based batteries.34 Table 1.1 summarizes the
specific capacities and discharge voltages of these typical Zn-metal free anodes. Most
of them display a low cycling capacity (~130 mAh/g) and a relatively high charge
voltage (~0.5 V vs. Zn/Zn2+), making them uncompetitive with Zn metal anodes.
Consequently, intensive studies are conducting to resolve the dilemma of Zn metal
anodes to construct high-energy-density ZMBs.
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Table 1.1 A summary of Zn-metal free anodes.
Charge voltage
(V vs. Zn/Zn2+)
~0.20
~0.35 and ~0.65
~0.40
~0.44
~0.55
~0.60
~0.60
~0.63
~0.75
~0.90

Zn-metal free anodes
H2Ti3O7·xH2O35
Mo6S836,37
Cu2-xTe38
Na0.14TiS239
TiS239
9,10-AQ40
Cu2-xSe38
Hexagonal MoO341
PTCDI/rGO42
ZnxMo2.5+yVO9+z43

Reversible capacity
(mAh/g)
86.0
88.0
158.0
119.0
133.0
173.1
152.1
120.0
138.0
220.0

1.2 Challenges of zinc metal anodes
The long-standing issues of Zn metal anodes lie in Zn dendrite growth, hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER) and corrosion, and the corresponding by-products (Figure
1.4).44-46 In this section, we will discuss the roots of these existing problems in detail to
rationally establish the modified approaches.
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Figure 1.4 Illustration of the issues for Zn metal anodes.
1.2.1 Mechanisms of dendrite growth
During the charge/discharge process of ZMBs, Zn deposition/stripping takes place on
the anodes. The cycling performance of ZMBs is significantly related to the Zn metal
anodes’ stability. Ideally, Zn metal anodes should remain the smooth and compact
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morphologies even after long-term cycles, enabling the highly reversible ZMBs.
However, non-uniform and loose Zn metal is generally formed during Zn deposition in
actual scenarios due to the inhomogeneous electric field, electrolyte component
distribution, etc. Such an uneven Zn deposition can be simplified as follows. Zn
dendrite nucleation prefers to commence at electrode tips (i.e., “tip effect”) because
both the Zn2+ and electric field tend to concentrate at these positions with high surface
energy,47 which results in the inhomogeneous Zn deposition. What is worse, this
preferential deposition behavior is a self-amplifying process. Namely, the formed Zn
protrusions further reinforce the local Zn2+ and electric field intensity around them,
which leads to the evolution of Zn protuberances into Zn dendrites upon cycling. With
the growth direction of Zn dendrites perpendicular to the electrode, the continually
growing dendrites would contact and easily pierce the separator because they have
sharp tips/edges, submicron structure, and high Young’s modulus (108 GPa), which
physically bridges anode and cathode, and cause a short circuit of ZMBs.
To reveal the dendrite formation mechanism, several models have been proposed
based on the complementary theoretical and experimental results.48-51 Among them, a
space-charge model developed by Chazalviel in 1990 has been widely accepted to
elucidate the dendrite initiation.52 This model predicts that the dendrites start to appear
when the cation concentration drops to zero near the electrode surface due to the
formation of a large space charge and electric field. Sand’s time (τ) is employed to
describe the minimum time necessary for forming a space-charge field. Theoretically,
it can be calculated using the following equation53,54:
τ = πD (

Zc eCo 2
2Jta

(Equation 1.1)

)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, Zc is the cationic charge number, e is the electronic
charge, Co is the bulk electrolyte concentration, ta stands for the anionic transference
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number, J presents the current density. This equation indicates decreasing J is beneficial
to delaying the dendrite growth due to the inverse quadratic correlation between τ and
J. Note that the dendrite formation still appears even at a very small J during the
deposition process due to the large local J concentrated on the electrode tips/lumps
induced by the accumulated electric field. Thus, the reaction homogeneity also has a
vital role in the deposition/stripping stability. Massive studies have focused on
optimizing these factors for stable Zn metal anodes55, which will be elaborately
discussed in the following dendrite suppression section.
1.2.2. Fundamentals of HER and corrosion
Although aqueous media brings about unique advantages over organic ones, they give
rise to HER and corrosion associated with water solvent (Figure 1.4). HER refers to the
H+ electro-reduction process, the electrochemical reaction (2H+ + 2e- → H2 ↑). It takes
place in the Zn deposition process, where H+ competes with Zn2+ to get the electrons.
The resultant hydrogen gas would lead to a pressure upsurge inside the cells and cause
safety concerns regarding swelling and rupture of cells. In addition, the generation of
hydroxyl ions derived from HER brings about massive non-conductive by-products,
e.g., metal hydroxides/oxides, on Zn metal anodes. These side reactions consume the
limited active Zn metal and electrolytes, resulting in short cycle life. The challenges
induced by the corrosion are basically the same as those of HER. Their main difference
is that the corrosion is the chemical reaction (e.g., Zn + 2H+ → Zn2+ + H2 ↑), making it
occur even at rest in addition to the deposition process.
Theoretically, HER and corrosion are thermodynamically spontaneous processes
in slightly acidic electrolytes, due to the invariably lower reduction potential of Zn/Zn2+
than H2/H+ (starts at 0 and -0.414 V vs. SHE respectively at pH 0 and 7). Although high
kinetic overpotential of Zn metal for HER and corrosion slows down these side reaction
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rates, they do pose a great challenge to high Zn deposition/stripping reversibility and
long-term stability.
It is worth mentioning that HER and corrosion influence the dendrite formation
since resultant by-products impede the homogeneity of Zn2+ transport and promote the
dendrite growth. In turn, as-formed dendrites with large surface areas facilitate these
side reactions. As a result, Zn metal anodes suffer from degraded performance and a
short lifetime. Therefore, the above issues should be confronted concurrently, as they
will resonate with each other to amplify the side effects.
1.3 Advancements of dendrite suppression strategies
To clearly elucidate the underlying working mechanisms of reported approaches, we
separately summary and discuss the efforts to resolve dendrite growth and side
reactions. It is well recognized that electro-reducing Zn2+ into Zn metal contains four
successive steps (Figure 1.5)56-58: i) Mass transfer: Zn2+ transports from the bulk
electrolyte to electrode double layer through mass transfer, which involves three modes
of migration, diffusion, and convection. ii) Desolvation process: Zn2+ that is
coordinated with six water molecules in aqueous electrolytes takes off the
partially/whole solvation sheath. iii) Charger transfer: The partially/completely
desolvated Zn2+ get electrons from the electrode to reduce into Zn adatoms. iv) Electrocrystallization: As-formed adatoms laterally diffuse along the electrode surface until
they are adsorbed by the energetically favorable sites and incorporated into the
electrode crystal lattice. A set of approaches have been proposed by optimizing the
above deposition processes to tackle the dendrite growth problem. We divide extensive
efforts into four classifications based on the improvements for the deposition steps,
including Zn2+ flux regulation, desolvation process manipulation, charge transfer
adjustment, and electro-crystallization control. Diverse approaches under each category
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will be fundamentally discussed in this section.
Electrode double layer

Bulk electrolyte
Solvated Zn2+

i) Mass transfer

ii) Desolvation

e-

Desolvated Zn2+

iii) Charge transfer

Electrode

Adatoms

iv) Electro-crystallization

Water
solvent

Figure 1.5 Illustration of processes for electro-reducing Zn2+ into Zn metal.
1.3.1 Zn2+ flux regulation
Zn2+ transport from the bulk electrolyte to electrode double layer is the first step for Zn
deposition. The more uniform Zn2+ transport, the smoother Zn metal anodes. For sealed
ZMBs, as ions transport induced by the convection is negligible, mass transport is
dominated by migration and diffusion, respectively driven by the electric field and
concentration gradient. Therefore, the homogeneous electric distribution and reduced
concentration gradient on the electrode surface could inhibit the dendrite growth.
Massive methods are established centered on these two working mechanisms.
Polished Zn metal
Zn foils are commonly employed as anodes for ZMBs because they are readily
manufactured. Many surface imperfections such as microcracks, scratches, and fold
lines are inevitably introduced during Zn foils’ manufacturing.59 These defects lead to
uneven electric field distribution and Zn diffusion, facilitating the uneven Zn nucleation
and growth (Figure 1.6a). It is worth mentioning that the growth of dendrites in a tiny
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Figure 1.6 Polished Zn metal and 3D hosts. (a) Illustration of Zn nucleation and growth
in the unpolished/polished Zn metal anodes. Illustration of Zn growth mechanisms for
(b) 2D and (c) 3D electrodes.60
electrode area can pierce the separator and cause a short circuit of ZMBs. Therefore, a
smooth surface is desired for Zn foils. Many studies re-process commercial Zn foils to
minimize these defects and achieve morphological uniformity through simple
approaches, such as physics and electrochemical polish, showing a greatly improved
electrochemical performance than the unpolish ones.61,62 For instance, at 1 mA/cm2 for
1 mAh/cm2, the polished Zn metal anode using sandpapers delivers a cycle life of ~800
h with over eightfold enhancement compared to the unpolished one. Although the
amelioration of these methods is commonly restricted at low current density and cycling
capacity, it does provide a simple way to stabilize Zn metal anodes.59 Combining other
strategies, polished Zn metal anodes could be further boosted. This research also
highlights that researchers should guarantee performance improvements after
modification does not originate from the difference in initial Zn foils. To diminish the
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probability of this situation, the reproducible battery cyclic stability results are highly
suggested. In addition, a standardized polish procedure should be established and
applied in current lab research to minimize the effect of different labs’ Zn foils on the
electrochemical performance and, hence, better make comparisons among published
works.
Three‐dimensional (3D) hosts
As mentioned above, the non-uniform electric field is easily formed on 2D Zn foils
when there are imperfections on the surface. To solve this ubiquitous problem, 3D hosts
are developed because they have an open 3D porous skeleton than 2D ones.63 Porous
skeleton leads to homogeneous electric field distribution and homogeneous Zn2+
transport, which is beneficial to smooth Zn nucleation and growth (Figure 1.6b and c).60
In addition, Zn metal could be deposited into the porous structure of 3D host, avoiding
surface deposition and dendrite growth. Another asset of 3D hosts is their larger surface
area, which decreases practical current density and further inhibits dendrite formation.
Thanks to these advantages, 3D ridge-like Zn metal anode improves cycle life from 40
h of 2D one to 200 h.64 In addition, various 3D current collects, e.g., metals and carbonbased, are widely studied and present an excellent potential for stabilizing Zn metal
anodes.65-68 Note that the current 3D hosts include 3D Zn metal and current collectors.
Although both are extensively studied, their utilization for practical application is
different. 3D Zn metal is directly employed as anodes, while Zn metal should be
additionally electrodeposited on 3D current collectors, and these obtained current
collectors are then applied as anodes.
Despite these advances, 3D architectures still suffer from many challenges. Due
to the hindered Zn2+ migration into the electrode bottom, Zn metal tends to deposit on
3D hosts’ top surface instead of bottom/pores, especially at high current density and
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cycling capacities, promoting Zn dendrite growth. In addition, top Zn deposition is
more likely to pierce the separator and render a short circuit. This dilemma is partially
resolved by a recent stratified deposition framework with three-layer geometry,
realizing a bottom-to-top Zn deposition mode using their binding energy difference
with Zn.69 More efforts could be applied to develop practical and superior hierarchical
3D hosts. In addition, the high surface area of 3D hosts inevitably brings about an
increased contact region between Zn metal and electrolytes, which in turn accelerates
HER and corrosion. Thus, integrating an anti-corrosion strategy with 3D hosts is
recommended. Another overlooked issue is related to the highly decreased energy and
volumetric densities of ZMBs when heavy and thick 3D hosts are employed. Based on
the above analyses, an excellent 3D structure for practical application should at least
satisfy these requirements: low cost, thin thickness, lightweight, enabling Zn bottom
deposition.
Protective layers
Surface coatings have been widely used in Zn metal anodes to regulate Zn2+
migration.70 In general, coating materials possess one of the following features (Figure
1.7): i) Piezoelectricity generates an internal piezoelectric field, which boosts Zn2+
mobility; ii) A selective channel help confine Zn2+ diffusion; iii) Fast ionic conductivity
allows internal Zn2+ transport; iv) A strong interaction with Zn2+ restrains 2D lateral
diffusion of Zn2+. We will separately discuss them.
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Figure 1.7 The work mechanisms and corresponding exemplifications of protective
layers and novel separators.
i) Construction of internal electric fields
The primary reason for dendrite formation is sluggish Zn2+ transport, mainly controlled
by electric migration and diffusion. Boosting Zn2+ transport would delay the dendrite
initiation and stabilize Zn metal anodes. With this in mind, internal physical fields, such
as electric fields, are constructed to provide an additional driving force for Zn2+
transport. For instance, polymer-BaTiO3 coated Zn metal anodes, in which BaTiO3 as
ferroelectric species could create an internal electric field inside BaTiO3 layer, help
promote the Zn2+ diffusion and realize a smooth Zn deposition/stripping.71 Such
internal electric field could be reinforced by an extra poling treatment on polymerBaTiO3 that immobilizes and maximizes the piezoelectricity capability of BaTiO3 along
its polarization direction, which further accelerates Zn2+ transport and enables stable
deposition/stripping at 10 mA/cm2. Despite this improved performance, the polymerBaTiO3 thickness of 15 um is too thick. Therefore, thin coatings with a self-built
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physical field are needed for practical application.
ii) Formation of selective channels
The introduction of protective layers with a selective channel can guide Zn2+ diffusion
pathways inside their pore structures, generating a specific ion-regulating effect. For
instance, kaolin (Al2Si2O5(OH)4), which possesses a selective channel of Zn2+ and
narrow distribution pore diameter (~3.0 nm), is constructed on Zn metal as a protective
layer to confine Zn2+ migration.72 Accordingly, such Zn metal anodes ensure uniform
deposition and harvest a prolonged lifetime of 800 h. Similar functions are also
observed using montmorillonite, where its interlayer serves as a freeway for Zn2+
transport.73,74 This topic is a promising direction, and more efforts should be
implemented to optimize coating properties, such as channel size and thickness, for
constructing ZMBs with long-term cycle stability.
iii) Establishment of ion-conducting layers
The ionic conductivity of protective layers plays a vital role in guiding uniform Zn
diffusion. Many ion-conducting materials, such as NaTi2(PO4)3 (NTP), hopeite
(Zn3(PO4)2·4H2O) and ZnF2, have been developed as coatings to improve the Zn
deposition/stripping reversibility.75-77 For instance, NTP with the high ionic
conductivity and low electrochemical activity serves as “ion passable fence”, which
enables even Zn2+ flux and restrains dendrite formation.77 At this stage, the reported
Zn2+-conducting materials remain scarce. Further studies should establish a rational
methodology for developing ion-conducting materials rather than exhaustive
investigations.
iv) Confinement of lateral ion diffusion
After Zn2+ reach the electrode surface, they would laterally diffuse along the surface to
find energetically favorable sites for the following processes. Therefore, it is essential
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to restrict these preferential movements of Zn2+ for uniform Zn deposition. To realize
this goal, protective layers should exhibit strong interactions with Zn2+. Taking
polyamide (PA) as a typical example, its rich polar amide groups can strongly
coordinate with Zn2+ and offer an extra energy barrier for lateral movements of Zn2+,
thus enabling increased nucleation seeds and dense Zn deposition.78 Analogous effects
are also achieved in inorganic species, e.g., ZnO with electrostatic attraction toward
Zn2+ and Zn-Sb3P2O14 nanosheets showing a negative surface to adsorb the positive
Zn2+.79,80
In short, these reported protective layers deliver a prolonged cycle life of Zn metal
anodes due to the formation of uniform Zn2+ flux, which is regulated by the approaches
with various underlying working mechanisms. Nonetheless, most of them are too thick,
with a thickness of ~20 um. In terms of practical application, it is promising to exploit
nano-thickness coatings without compromising electrochemical performance. On the
other hand, intuitively, it is suggested to combine protective layers with different
mechanisms, which probably generates better effects and more advanced Zn metal
anodes than a single protective layer.
Novel separators
Although separator as a vital component in ZMBs is responsible for Zn2+ diffusion,
fewer studies focus on separator modification than on other topics (Figure 1.7). At this
stage, commercial glass fiber is commonly used as separators for ZMBs due to its good
compatibility with aqueous electrolytes, but the concentrated electric field on the
uneven pores of glass fiber leads to a non-uniform electric field distribution. Similar to
the functions of 3D hosts, the introduction of 3D scaffolds on separators also helps
construct an even electric field, lower local current density and stable Zn
deposition/stripping. Benefiting from these advantages, glass fiber modified by a 3D
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vertical graphene carpet enables smooth Zn2+ transport and Zn deposition.81 The coexistence of such coating and separator unavoidably compromises the energy density
of batteries, which can be solved by using high-quality separators without extra coatings.
For example, a composite separator that combines cellulose nanofibers and ZrO2 is
proposed to stabilize Zn metal anodes. ZrO2 as a high dielectric constant species could
generate the Maxwell-Wagner polarization effect, providing a directionally even
electric field and accelerated Zn2+ diffusion.82 As a result, an ultralong cycle life (2000
h) and remarkable CE (99.5%) are realized. Qin et al. report an easy method to basically
circumvent the formation of the nonuniform electric field in glass fiber, i.e., the
employment of commercial filter membranes with uniform pore distribution.83 Such
separator improves the lifetime of Zn metal anodes from ~50 h using glass fiber to over
2600 h. This impressive progress demonstrates that separator modification is a
promising option for stabilizing Zn metal anodes. Therefore, more research needs to be
done to develop advanced separators. Apart from the electric field function stated above,
an ideal separator should possess high ionic conductivity, high Young’s modulus
resisting Zn dendrites, decent flexibility, and good thermal stability.
Cycling protocols
The commonly employed cycling protocol for ZMBs is fully charged and discharged.
In this manner, cation concentration would drop near the electrode surface due to
sluggish ion diffusion as a rate-limiting step, leading to dendrite formation. If cation
concentration does not decrease to zero, dendrite initiation can be significantly delayed.
This can be achieved through changing the current discharge/charge protocol. For
instance, a pulsed cycling protocol, i.e., 5/5 s (on/off), is proposed to allow the
relaxation of an ion concentration gradient in the vicinity of the electrode.84 Such
conception highly suppresses Zn dendrite growth. In comparison with other approaches,
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changing cycling protocols is a straightforward method without introducing extra
procedures. However, a rare investigation is applied to this topic probably because it is
challenging to combine them into the practical application of batteries. Future studies
should focus on designing optimal cycling protocols for the minimum influences on the
normal battery operation.
1.3.2 Desolvation process manipulation
The desolvation process refers to solvated Zn2+ taking off their solvation sheaths before
getting the electrons. Theoretically, the delayed desolvation process would result in the
increased desolvated Zn2+ in the electric double layer, resulting in supersaturation of
adatoms accumulated on the electrode and the increased Zn nuclei. Such uniform Zn
nucleation would help suppress Zn dendrite initiation and guide subsequent Zn
deposition, finally realizing stable Zn deposition/stripping. Although this conception is
theoretically available, the investigation into the effect of manipulating desolvation
kinetics on Zn deposition/stripping behavior remains unexplored.
1.3.3 Charge transfer adjustment
In comparison with mass transfer, charge transfer possesses a faster rate. Such a
colossal speed discrepancy promotes Zn2+ depletion near electrode surface and Zn
dendrite initiation. Theoretically, decreasing charge transfer speed could mitigate
concentration polarization and Zn dendrite growth to a certain extent. However, this
has not yet been revealed in this community so far. One direct way to tune the charge
transfer process is the alteration of the hosts’ electrical conductivity. However, it is
difficult to alter hosts’ electrical conductivity only while maintaining other parameters
constant. Rational experiment design is thus necessary to unambiguously decouple the
effect of electrical conductivity.
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1.3.4 Electro-crystallization control
The last step for Zn deposition, the electro-crystallization process, refers to that adatoms
laterally diffuse along the electrode surface until they are adsorbed by the energetically
favorable sites and incorporated into the electrode crystal lattice. This process is highly
dependent on the electrode material categories.
Zincophilic hosts
If adatoms can be incorporated into proximity to where the initial adsorption occurred,
instead of the fewer energetically favorable sites, abundant nucleation sites and
subsequent smooth Zn deposition would be achieved. This hypothesis requires
electrode materials to possess an excellent Zn affinity, in turn giving rise to abundant
active sites to accept adatoms incorporation. Zincophilicity is employed to describe the
good Zn affinity of these electrode materials, as a similar concept of lithiophilicity in
Li metal anodes. For instance, zincophilic monolayer graphene with high lattice
compatibility with Zn enables uniform distribution of Zn adatoms and stable Zn metal
anodes.85 Similarly, Au metal with a good zincophilicity is employed for uniform Zn
deposition/stripping.86 In view of their high cost restricting large-scale application,
further studies should be concentrated on economical materials, such as non-noble
metals. An ideal zincophilic material needs to meet the following requirements: i) It is
water-insoluble and has a higher redox potential than Zn metal to avoid electrochemical
oxidation; ii) It has a decent electric conductivity to get the electrons; iii) It possesses a
high kinetic overpotential for HER. In addition, it is better to combine these zincophilic
species with 3D hosts to continually maintain zincophilic functions because zincophilic
species on 2D structure are easily covered by Zn metal during repeated Zn
deposition/stripping.
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1.3.5 Other strategies
Apart from the aforementioned approaches, there are a few other strategies. For
example, many positive ions (e.g., Na+ and TBA+) that have lower reduction potential
than Zn could adsorb in the tips and generate the electrostatic shield effect, effectively
avoiding continuous Zn deposition on these tips and inhibiting the Zn dendrite
growth.87,88 Such a function is also observed after introducing many organic additives
into electrolytes. They preferentially adsorb on the electrode’ elevations rather than
recesses, which results in Zn2+ succumbing to deposit at concave for smooth Zn metal.
Crystallographic orientation plays a key role in accounting for Zn growth direction. A
functional separator consisting of cellulose nanofibers and graphene oxide (CG) is
reported to regulate the crystallographic orientation of Zn deposition.89,90 In comparison
with the protruding Zn (100) or (101) crystal planes in cellulose separator, preferential
Zn (002) deposition along the horizontal direction is observed using CG separator due
to strong interaction between graphene oxide and Zn2+, which realizes the improved
electrochemical performance.
As discussed above, most available approaches concentrate on regulating the Zn2+
transport (i.e., first steps for Zn deposition) to improve Zn deposition/stripping (Table
1.2). More investigations on other steps are thus urgently needed. Although these
reported approaches could partially address the Zn dendrite issues and stabilize ZMBs,
most of them are still far away from the requirements of commercial applications. On
the one hand, testing conditions are commonly limited at low current density and
cycling capacity (Table 1.2). On the other hand, most sample modification processes
are complicated and expensive, causing the abatement of low-cost merits for ZMBs.
Thus, it is urgent to develop a more reliable and advanced method to achieve highperformance and high-availability Zn metal anodes simultaneously.
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Table 1.2 Summary of electrochemical performance of previously reported works. The
cumulative capacity is calculated by multiplying current density (J) and cycle life.

Type
Polished Zn
metal

3D hosts

Internal
electric
fields

Selective
channels

Ionconducting
layers

1
40
5

Cycle
life
(h)
800
600
200

Cumulative
capacity
(mAh/cm2)
800
24000
1000

5

2.5

110

275

1

1

700

700

0.5
0.5
1

0.1
0.5
2

1800
350
120

180
175
240

1

1

300

300

2

1

300

300

1

0.5

200

100

3

4.5

250

1125

-

2

300

-

PVDF/BaTiO371

2

40

225

9000

Kaolin72
Nafion/Zn-X
zeolite94
PVDF/ZIF-795
ZIF-896
Hydrogensubstituted
graphdiyne97
NaTi2(PO4)377
ZnF276
Hopeite75

1.1

4.4

800

3520

1

10

1000

10000

0.5
10

0.5
10

3000
400

1500
4000

0.1

2

2400

4800

1
1
1

1
5
5

240
2500
200

240
12500
1000

Modification
method
Sandpapers59,62
Electropolishing61
Nanoporous Zn91
Carbon
nanotube60
Conductive
graphite fiber67
CNT scaffold65
Porous copper66
Copper foam92
Ti3C2Tx
MXene@Zn
paper68
Zn/stainless steel
mesh composite93
Ridge-like Zn64
Stratified
deposition
framework69
Nanoporous ZnCu alloy91

Cycling
capacity
(mAh/cm2)
1
2
10
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J
(mA/cm2)

Confining
lateral ion
diffusion

Novel
separators

Cycling
protocols

Zincophilic
hosts

Electrostatic
shield effect
Crystallogra
phic
orientation

Polyamide layer78
ZnO80
Zn-Sb3P2O14
nanosheets79
Vertical graphene
carpet coated
glass fiber81
Cellulose
nanofibers-ZrO2
composite
separator82
Filter membrane83

0.25
1.25

0.5
5

8000
500

4000
2500

1

1

1300

1300

1

10

600

6000

2.5

5

1000

5000

1

10

390

3900

5/5 s (on/off)84

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.05
1
5

0.25
1
5

2000
500
160

500
500
800

10

20

400

8000

10

20

500

10000

Graphene
substrates coated
Zn85
Au coated Zn86
In modified Zn98
Ag modified Zn99
Na+ additive88
TBA+ additive87
Cellulose
nanofibers and
graphene oxide90
Graphene oxide
modified glass
fiber89

1.4 Advancements of HER and corrosion inhibition strategies
Undesired HER and corrosion render poor CE and short cycle life. Approaches to
suppress them are commonly overlapped because both HER and corrosion are related
to water media. Therefore, we discuss them together in this section. According to their
various working mechanisms (reducing water content in solvation structure, isolating
electrode and electrolyte, and decreasing electrode activity), current research is divided
into three categories, i.e., solvation structure regulation, interface control, and electrode
activity modification.
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1.4.1 Solvation structure regulation
As mentioned above, the desolvation process is one of the steps for Zn deposition.
Water molecules released from solvated Zn2+ in the desolvation process have weakened
H-O bonds than water molecules in bulk electrolytes.45 Namely, these more active
water molecules easily change into H+ that then compete with Zn2+ to form H2.
Therefore, decreasing water molecule contents in the solvation structure helps reduce
electrochemically reactive water, which suppresses HER. In addition, massive free
water molecules exist in the traditional dilute electrolyte (TE) (Figure 1.8a), which
potentially poses a risk to stable Zn metal anodes. If these free water molecules are
fixed, both HER and corrosion can be restrained. Thus, extensive studies are devoted
to optimizing electrolyte solvation structure.
TE

a

b

HCE

Water Solvent

Cation

Zn2+

Zn metal anode

Zn metal anode

LHCE

c

d

OSIE

Diluent
Organic solvent

Zn metal anode

Zn metal anode

Figure 1.8 Schematics of the solvation structures of the four electrolytes. TE:
Traditional dilute electrolyte; HCE: High-concentration electrolyte; LHCE: Localized
high-concentration electrolyte; OSIE: Organic solvent-involved electrolytes.
(Localized) high-concentration electrolytes
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Recently, high-concentrated electrolytes (HCE) have been proposed to reduce HER and
corrosion, and improve electrochemical performance. The presence of massive salts
shifts water molecule-occupied solvation sheaths to anion-occupied ones and changes
free water molecules into fixed ones (Figure 1.8b). One of the typical examples is 1 M
Zn(TFSI)2 + 20 M LiTFSI, which enables smooth Zn deposition/stripping at ~99.7%
CE.100 The main drawbacks of HCE are high cost and viscosity, hindering their largescale application and the fast discharge/charge rates. This dilemma is partly solved
through introducing the low-solvating organic solvents into HCE to form localized
high-concentrated electrolytes (LHCE) (Figure 1.8c). For instance, 1,4-dioxane is
reported to be a diluent and the hydrogen bond modulator, addressing HCE’ issues
related to the cost, viscosity, conductivity, wettability, etc.101 It remains many
improvements for LHCE. A suitable diluent should have the following features: i) It is
miscible with water but non-polar (i.e., cannot dissociate salts); ii) It is non-flammable;
iii) It has low cost and viscosity. Up to now, such a solvent has not yet been developed
to dilute HCE for stable Zn metal anodes.
Organic solvent-involved electrolytes (OSIE)
Apart from increasing salts’ concentration to inhibit side reactions, organic solvents
with similar functions emerge to tune the solvation structure. Because of their high
polarity, such solvents can replace water molecules in the solvation structure and reduce
the water activity by breaking the water-water hydrogen bonds as well as forming the
hydrogen bonds with water (Figure 1.8d). For example, the adoption of 50% methanol
into 2 M ZnSO4 electrolytes expels water molecules from the solvation structure due to
its small size and high dielectric constant, effectively suppressing the side reactions.102
These improvements are at the cost of safety due to flammable organic solvents
employed. To avoid this concession, nonflammable solvents with similar functions, e.g.,
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triethyl phosphate, are adopted to stabilize Zn metal anodes.103 Despite the reduced
water molecule contents in solvation structure and the suppressed water activity in these
hybrid electrolytes, HER, and corrosion related to water still exist. To completely
eliminate these side reactions, individual organic solvent-based electrolytes, e.g., 0.5 M
Zn(OTf)2 in trimethyl phosphate (TMP), are exploited, showing enhanced cycling
stability for over 2000 h.104 These observations indicate the utilization of aqueous/nonaqueous or non-aqueous solvents are effective to restrict the side reactions, but they
inevitably compromise water’ superiority, such as low cost and fast ionic diffusion.
Therefore, future studies should optimize organic solvent species and their contents to
find an optimal balance for practical Zn metal anodes.
1.4.2 Interface control
Both HER and corrosion are mainly induced by the aqueous media. If we can
effectively isolate the electrode and electrolyte, side reactions would be restrained to a
certain degree. The frequently used approaches are the addition of adsorbed additives
and the construction of protective layers (Figure 1.9a).
Adsorbed additives
Adsorbed additives are proposed to stabilize Zn metal anodes as they are preferentially
adsorbed on the electrode surface to obtain low interface energy. Surfactants, e.g.,
sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate (SDBS), show a strong blocking effect to shield Zn
metal anodes.105 Surfactants have hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups, exposing the
latter to the electrolyte to prevent the contact between the electrode and water. Similar
functions are also observed by adding the polyacrylamide (PAM), polyethylene oxide
(PEO), etc.106,107 Knowing that these adsorbed additives are helpful, many critical
questions remain obscure. Can we change hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups of
surfactants to manipulate and improve their effectiveness? Whether the more the
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additives, the better the performance? What is the most critical parameter determining
the functions of these additives? It is necessary to investigate their working mechanisms
further to screen the superior additives.
a

Adsorbed additive

Protective coating

H+

Anti-corrosive layer
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×
e-

No H2
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Figure 1.9 Interface control and electrode activity modification. (a) Schematic of
working mechanisms for interface control and electrode activity modification to
suppress side reactions. (b) The formation of SEI for Zn metal anode in acetamideZn(TFSI)2 eutectic electrolyte.108 (c) The PA coating inhibiting the permeation of O2
and H2O.78 (d) Zn2+ transport mechanisms in Nafion-Zn-X protective layer.94 (e)
Schematic illustration of the role of the Cu-Zn alloy on Cu-Zn/Zn electrode.109
In-situ protective layers
In Li metal batteries, a passivating film, i.e., solid electrolyte interphase (SEI), is
spontaneously formed on Li metal anodes when Li metal contacts with electrolytes.
This SEI, which is electrically insulating and has excellent ionic conductivity, could
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effectively prevent further side reactions between the electrodes and electrolytes.
Turning to Zn metal anodes, SEI is difficult to form in aqueous electrolytes because the
decomposition of water leads to H2 and ionically insulating by-products with loose
structures. Additionally, the electrochemical reduction of salts is basically impossible
due to their lower reductive potential than Zn deposition potential. Therefore,
electrolyte composition regulation is proposed to generate a stable SEI for Zn metal
anodes. Acetamide-Zn(TFSI)2 eutectic electrolyte is reported to construct a SEI with
ZnF2 and Zn2+-permeable organic components (Figure 1.9b), which originates from the
preferential reductive decomposition of anion prior to Zn deposition in anioncontaining Zn complexes.108 Similarly, organic solvents, e.g., dimethyl carbonate
(DMC), are introduced into aqueous electrolytes to form an organic molecule/anioninvolved solvation structure, which contributes to the formation of a robust ZnF2 and
ZnCO3-rich SEI.110 Although the formation of these SEIs greatly mitigate the side
reactions, the existence of organic solvents in the aqueous electrolyte is inevitably
detrimental to the merits of water solvents. This encourages researchers to develop SEI
in pure water-based electrolytes. Encouragingly, a successful example has been
demonstrated recently in the Zn(ClO4)2-water electrolyte. It is proposed that ClO4could be reduced into Cl- containing layer serving as a SEI.111 At this stage, a few insitu SEIs have been prepared on Zn metal anodes to suppress side reactions through
altering electrolyte formulations. However, many vital questions remain ambiguous.
What are good electrolyte recipes to induce the formation of SEI? Can we precisely
manipulate SEI compositions on Zn metal anodes by simply altering electrolyte
components, just like in lithium metal anodes cases (e.g., fluoroethylene carbonate
(FEC) additives induces the formation of LiF-rich SEI112)? How do these SEI species
isolate electrons and transport ions? Revealing these critical puzzles is beneficial to
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boosting the development of SEI for aqueous Zn metal anodes.
Ex-situ protective layers
Another way to separate the electrode and electrolyte is the construction of ex-situ
protective coatings onto electrodes. In comparison with ex-situ coatings, in-situ ones
possess advantages of precise and facile control. Solid polymer materials, e.g.,
polyamide (PA) and polyvinyl butyral (PVB), are widely used since they could serve
as an artificial SEI to protect Zn metal anodes (Figure 1.19c).78,113 Analogously, many
inorganic materials are exploited as protective layers. ZnF2, TiO2, Sc2O3 and kaolin are
good illustrations.76,114,115 Although both organic and inorganic coatings could decrease
side reactions, contact between Zn metal and electrolyte still exists because they are
hydrophilic to guarantee Zn2+ diffusion. Hybrid coatings are like to resolve this issue,
which is confirmed by the Nafion-Zn-X coating, including organic Nafion and
inorganic Zn-X zeolite nanoparticles.94 Their combination intelligently only allows
bare Zn2+ transport but prohibits water and anions (Figure 1.19d). Similarly, benefiting
from their ordered nanopores to tune the solvation state of Zn2+, MOF-based materials
could reduce HER and corrosion. For example, when solvated Zn2+ across ZIF-7
coating, it compels solvated Zn2+ to remove their solvation sheath due to the smaller
pore size (2.94 Å) of ZIF-7 than solvated Zn2+.95 This dramatically helps decrease
contact between the electrode and water-occupied solvation sheath. We summarize
many properties required for a decent protective layer: it is hydrophilic but has massive
nano-channels only for bare Zn2+ diffusion. It should also be low cost and uniformly
distributed, which is not well considered in most reported studies.
1.4.3 Electrode activity modification
Electrode material plays a vital role in determining the rate of HER and corrosion. For
instance, pure Zn metal suffers from a large corrosion current of 37.15 uA/cm2, while
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introducing anti-corrosive Cu metal to form Cu/Zn layer-modified Zn metal endows an
improved anti-corrosive ability (corrosion current of 6.03 uA/cm2) (Figure 1.19e).109
Similarly, indium (In) layer prepared on Zn metal anodes could restrain both HER and
corrosion due to its high kinetic overpotential and good chemical inactivity.98 However,
there is a problem that has not been well considered. Zn metal is likely to deposit on
these top modified layers during Zn deposition because they are conductive. Once they
are fully covered by deposited Zn metal, they would suffer from a failure. This dilemma
could be solved by uniformly integrating effective elements with Zn elements into a Zn
metal composite rather than on a zinc metal surface. For example, Yang’ group
develops a Zn-Mn alloy anode can maintain functions in suppressing side reactions
during repeated deposition/stripping process.116 Note that the utilization of these
composite anodes would introduce inactive materials and render a decreased energy
density. Therefore, it is necessary to optimize introduced species and their contents in
composite anodes.
1.4.4 Other strategies
Suppressed side reactions are also achieved by altering the crystallographic orientation
of Zn metal anodes, which is regulated via the employment of organic additives. For
instance, polyethylene glycol (PEG) additive enables increased (002) and (103) crystal
planes, in turn exhibiting a reduced corrosion rate.117 Nonetheless, how to accurately
obtain Zn deposition with specific crystal planes is still unclear.
In summary, HER and corrosion could be inhibited from the different perspectives
(Table 1.3), but most reported approaches are accomplished at the expense of cost,
safety, and energy density. Furthermore, current research mainly focuses on kinetic
control to decrease the speeds of side reactions but cannot eliminate them. If we can
develop methods from thermodynamic aspects, it is hopeful to fully solve these issues.
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Table 1.3 Summary of electrochemical performance of previously reported works.

Type

HCE/LHC
E

OSIE

Modification
method
1 m Zn(TFSI)2+20
m LiTFSI100
0.5 m
Zn(ClO4)2+18 m
NaClO4118
Molten hydrate
ZnCl2·2.33H2O119
1 m Zn(OAc)2+31
m KOAc120
8 M NaClO4+0.4
M Zn(CF3SO3)2121
1 m Zn(TFSI)2+19
m LiTFSI+9 m
LiBETI-(water: 1,4
DX=1: 3 by
molar)101
2 M ZnSO4-(H2O:
methanol=1: 1 by
volume)102
2 M ZnSO4-(EG:
H2O=2: 3 by
volume)122
2M
ZnSO4/(glycerol:
water=1: 1)123
0.5 M
Zn(CF3SO3)2TEP103
0.5 M Zn(OTf)2TMP104
0.5 M Zn(OTf)2(TEP: PC=1: 2)124
0.5 M Zn(OTf)2(TMP: DMC=1: 1
by volume)104
Sodium dodecyl
benzene

Cycling
capacity
(mAh/cm2)

J
(mA/cm2)

Cycle
life
(h)

Cumulative
capacity
(mAh/cm2)

0.03

0.2

170

34

0.02

0.2

1200

240

1

2

1000

2000

2

5

2000

10000

1

1

200

200

0.5

0.5

400

200

-

-

-

-

2

1

140

140

6

2

900

1800

5

0.5

2000

1000

10

1

1000

1000

0.5

0.5

2500

1250

1

1

5000

5000

-

0.5

1500

750
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Adsorbed
additives

In-situ
protective
layers

Ex-situ
protective
layers

Electrode
activity
modificati
on

sulfonate105
Polyethylene
oxide106
Polyacrylamide107
ZnF2 and organic
components108
ZnF2 and ZnCO3110
Zn3(PO4)2 and
ZnF2125
Cl- containing
layer111
PA78
PVB113
Kaolin72
Sc2O3115
PVDF/TiO2114
ZnF276
Hopeite75
Nafion/Zn-X
zeolite94
PVDF/ZIF-795
ZIF-896
In modified Zn98
Cu/Zn layermodified Zn109

-

-

-

-

4

2

280

560

0.5

1

100

100

2.5

5

800

4000

20

10

250

2500

1

1

3000

3000

0.25
0.5
1.1
2
8.85
1
1

0.5
0.5
4.4
2
8.85
5
5

8000
2200
800
240
250
2500
200

4000
1100
3520
480
2212.5
12500
1000

1

10

1000

10000

0.5
10
1

0.5
10
1

300
400
500

150
4000
500

0.5

1

1500

1500

1.5 Objective and outline
According to the above summary and discussion of previously reported strategies, it is
found that Zn metal anodes’ stability is highly related to Zn nucleation and following
growth processes. Nonetheless, the investigations on many crucial aspects remain
lacking. For instance, while the desolvation process acts as a key step for Zn nucleation,
its influence on stability for Zn metal anodes is still unknown. On the other hand, there
is no successful demonstration so far to resolve the inevitably formed Zn dendrites upon
growth. We aim to delicately design experiments to disclose the underlying
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mechanisms of these unknown issues and improve Zn metal anodes with these revealed
findings. The main objectives of this thesis are as follows:
i)

Revealing the effect of electrode/electrolyte interfacial characteristics (e.g.,
desolvation kinetics and surface preferential adsorption) on Zn nucleation.

ii)

Unveiling the current density-dependent Zn nucleation and its implication in
designing cycling protocol

iii)

Regulating the electrolyte/separator interface to control Zn dendrite growth
Accordingly, the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the experimental

section is presented. In Chapter 3, acetonitrile is introduced as a co-solvent into
electrolytes to explore the effect of desolvation kinetics on Zn nucleation. Chapter 4
focuses on the electrode/electrolyte interface where both surface adsorption and
solvation structure are manipulated via a competitive-solvent oligomer, realizing
smooth Zn nucleation and deposition at a wide temperature range. In Chapter 5, the
current rate’s dual and contradictory roles are unambiguously demonstrated, and a
pulsed cycling protocol is then proposed to realize uniform Zn nucleation. Chapter 6
centers on Zn growth with an advanced separator modified by a conductive and
zincophilic Sn coating layer, which can eliminate the inevitably formed Zn dendrites.
In Chapter 7, the main conclusions are summarized, and prospects for future studies are
proposed.
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Chapter 2.

Experimental

This chapter displays detailed experimental design about material preparation,
characterizations, electrochemical measurements, and theory calculations.
2.1 Material preparation
2.1.1 AN-based electrolytes and MnO2 cathode
AN-based electrolytes were fabricated by adding 1 M ZnSO4 into hybrid
water/acetonitrile (AN) solvents. The volume ratio of water to acetonitrile was
controlled to be 95:5, 90:10, 85:15. These hybrid water/acetonitrile electrolytes were
denoted as HWAE-X, where “X” represents the volume proportion of AN. HWAE-0
denotes 1 M ZnSO4 in water without the addition of AN. MnO2 was fabricated by the
traditional hydrothermal method based on the previous report.27 0.507 g MnSO4·H2O
and 2 mL H2SO4 (0.5 M) were added into 90 mL deionized water and magnetically
stirred until it turned transparent. The 20 mL KMnO4 (0.1 M) solution was added into
the solution dropwise, followed by stirring for 2 h. The mixture was then loaded into
Teflon-lined autoclave and heated at 120 ℃ for 12 h. The solution was centrifuged
three times, which was then dried under a vacuum oven at room temperature to obtain
the final product. The slurry was prepared by uniformly mixing 70 wt% MnO2, 20 wt%
Super P and 10 wt% polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP)
solvent. The MnO2 cathode (mass loading of ~ 1.5 mg cm-2) was fabricated by casting
the slurry on the stainless steel foils and then dried at 60 °C for 12 h.
2.1.2 PEGDME-based electrolytes and V2O5 cathode.
PEGDME-based

electrolytes

were

fabricated

by

dissolving

1

M

zinc

trifluoromethanesulfonate (Zn(CF3SO3)2) in water/poly(ethylene glycol) dimethyl
ether (PEGDME) binary solvents. The mass ratio of water to PEGDME was controlled
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to be 60:40, 50:50 and 40:60. For the sake of clarity, the above electrolytes were
denoted as PEGDME-X, where “X” represents the mass proportion of PEGDME in
electrolytes. 1 M Zn(CF3SO3)2 in pure water was used as a control electrolyte,
correspondingly marked as PEGDME-0. The V2O5 cathode slurry was prepared by
mixing commercial 70 wt% vanadium oxide (V2O5; Aldrich), 20 wt% Super P and 10
wt% PVDF in NMP solvent. The LiMn2O4 cathode slurry was obtained with the same
procedure consisting of 80 wt% lithium manganese oxide (LiMn2O4; MTI), 10 wt%
Super P and 10 wt% PVDF. These cathodes (mass loading of ~ 1.5 mg cm-2) were
fabricated by casting these slurries onto the stainless steel foils and then dried at 60 °C
for 12 h.
2.1.3 ZnxV2O5·H2O and activated carbon cathodes
The modified ZnxV2O5·H2O material was synthesized by a simple hydrothermal
method. In brief, the mixture of 364 mg V2O5 powder, 74.5 mg Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, 2 mL
H2O2 and 60 mL DI water was stirred vigorously at 25 oC until achieving a clear orange
solution. The as-prepared solution was transferred into a Teflon-lined autoclave (100
mL) and heated at 120 oC for 12 h. After washing and vacuum drying, water molecule
and Zn2+ co-intercalated V2O5 (a dark-green powder) were obtained. The ZnxV2O5·H2O
slurry was prepared by uniformly mixing 70 wt% ZnxV2O5·H2O powder, 20 wt% Super
P and 10 wt% PVDF in NMP solvent. The cathodes (mass loading of ~ 1.5 mg cm-2)
were fabricated by casting the slurry onto the stainless steel foils and then dried at 60 °C
for 12 h. The activated carbon (AC) slurry consisting of 80 wt% AC and 20 wt%
poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-trifluoroethylene) in acetone was poured into a flat watchglass and dried at 60 °C for 12 h. Finally, free-standing AC cathodes were cut into
circular disks with a mass loading of ~18.4 mg/cm2.
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2.1.4 Sn-coated separator
The Sn layer was coated onto a commercially available cellulose separator (thickness
of 30 μm) using DC magnetron sputtering system. The distance between the Sn target
and cellulose separator was 10 cm. The sputtering time was set as 0.5, 1, 2 and 5 minutes
at the power of 50 W. The average loading mass of Sn layer was ~0.06 mg/cm 2 for
sputtering time of 1 minute. Similarly, Ag coating was constructed on a cellulose
separator after sputtering for 1 minute. The Sn-coated separator was also prepared using
the doctor blading technique. The slurry was prepared by uniformly mixing 90 wt% Sn
nanopowders (<150 nm particle size), and 10 wt% PVDF in NMP solvent. The
homogeneously mixed slurry was then coated onto the cellulose separator using the
doctor blade method with the minimum thickness grade for the scraper (25 μm) to make
the Sn-coated separator. For convenience, the sample was marked as a DSn-coated
separator.
2.1.5 Metal modified Ti foils and Na3V2(PO4)2F3
The slurries were prepared by uniformly mixing 80 wt% metal powder (metals
including Sn, Bi, Ag, Sb), 10 wt% Super P and 10 wt% PVDF in NMP solvent. The
metals modified Ti foils (denoted as metal-Ti) were fabricated by casting the
corresponding slurries on Ti foil using the doctor blade method. After drying at 60 °C
for 12 h, metal-Ti foils were then punched into circular disks (diameter of 12 mm) prior
to use. Similarly, Super P modified Ti foil (denoted as SP-Ti) was prepared by the same
procedure, except that the slurry was fabricated by uniformly mixing 90 wt% Super P
and 10 wt% PVDF. Na3V2(PO4)2F3 was fabricated by a two-step solid-state reaction.126
2.2 Characterizations
2.2.1 Morphology probing
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) (TESCAN MAIA3 and VEGA3) and the
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atomic force microscope (AFM) (Bruker Dimension Icon) were employed to collect the
morphologies of cycled electrodes.
2.2.2 Structure and composition analyses
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were acquired using X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku
SmartLab) with Cu Ka radiation. FTIR and Raman measurements were respectively
carried out on Shimadzu fourier transform infrared spectrometer and Witec-Confocal
Raman system (UHTS 600 SMFC VIS) with a laser wavelength of 532 nm. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was recorded by X-ray photoelectron spectrometer
(Nexsa) with Al Ka X-ray line. Solubilities of V2O5 electrodes in PEGDME-0 and
PEGDME-50 were conducted by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICPMS).
2.3 Electrochemical measurements
CR2032 coin-type cells were assembled using Cu/Zn metal and Zn metal (thickness of
0.2 mm) respectively as the working electrode and counter/reference electrode, with
the glass fiber (diameter of 19 mm and thickness of 1 mm) as the separators. Each cell
contained 100 uL electrolyte. The cycling performance of Zn/Zn cells was tested at
various current densities and cycling capacities on Neware battery testing system. The
CE was evaluated using Cu/Zn cells at fixed current density and deposition capacity,
and a charge cutoff voltage was 0.5 V. CE was calculated based on the capacity ratio
of stripping to deposition. Cyclic voltammetry (CV), electrolytes’ ionic conductivities
(𝜎), and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS, from 105 and 10-1 Hz and
potential amplitude of 5 mV) were performed on the BioLogic electrochemical
workstation (VSP). Zn foil and Cu foil with a specific amount of Zn were paired with
intercalation cathodes for full cell evaluation. V2O5 cathode is used to construct full
cells in Zn(CF3SO3)2 electrolyte. MnO2 cathode is employed in ZnSO4 electrolyte
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because V2O5 cathode suffers from the serious cathode dissolution and faster capacity
fading in ZnSO4 electrolyte compared to Zn(CF3SO3)2 one.
2.4 Calculations
2.4.1 Solvation structures of HWAE
The quantum chemical computations for small molecules and clusters were carried out
using ORCA on the level of density functional theory (DFT).127 The B3LYP hybrid
functional was adopted, and the correlation-consistent polarization plus valence doubleζ (cc-pVDZ) basis set of Dunning was used during the electron self-consistency.128-130
The coordination number of Zn2+ was selected as 6 according to previous theoretical
and experimental studies.131,132 Due to the octahedrally coordinated nature of Zn2+, 2
possible configurations are possible for Zn(H2O)x(AN)6-x2+ (x=2,3,4), leading to a total
number of 9 configurations for all possible x. The dissociation energy Ed of the
complexes were calculated by
Ed (x) = EZn2+ + (6 − x)Ewater + xEAN − EZn(H2O)x(AN)6−x2+ ,
(𝑥 = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6)
where EZn2+ , Ewater , EAN , and EZn(H2O)x(AN)6−x2+ are the total energies of the Zn2+
cation, the water molecule, the AN molecule, and the Zn(H2O)x(AN)6-x2+ complexes in
the gas phases, respectively.
The relative formation energies of Zn(H2O)x(AN)6-x2+ are calculated by
Ef (x) = −Ed (x) + [(6 − x)Ed (0) + xEd (6)]/6,

(𝑥 = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6)

The ab-initio molecular dynamics simulations (AIMD) were carried out for two
representative electrolytes, i.e., HWAE-0 and HWAE-10 under the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation.133,134 The computational setup of the periodic DFT was consistent with
the materials project as well as our previous work.58,135-141 Briefly, the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional
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was adopted.142 For the self-consistent electron calculations, the energy cutoff of plane
waves was set at 400 eV. Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) method was used to
model the core electrons.143 The Brillouin zone was sampled at the Γ point. An energy
convergence criterion of 10-4 eV was set for the electron self-consistent calculations.
The temperature was controlled at 300 K using a Nose-Hoover thermostat with a fixed
simulation box size (NVT ensemble).144 The time step was chosen to be 0.5 fs. The
simulation length was set to 100 ps. The simulation boxes for the HWAE-0 electrolyte
were constructed so that it contains 51 water molecules, 1 Zn(H2O)62+, and 1 SO42-. The
side lengths of the simulation boxes were chosen so that the density of the system is 1.2
g/cm3. For the HWAE-10 electrolyte, three simulation boxes were created for four
separate AIMD runs. In each simulation box, 39+x water molecules, 1 Zn (AN)x(H2O)6x

2+

, 3-x AN, and 1 SO42- were included (x=0,1,2,3). For each box, 100 ps of simulations

were carried out.
2.4.2 Solvation structures and adsorption energies of PEGDME-based electrolytes
All computations were carried at the level of DFT and the setup was consistent with
our previous study.145-147 Briefly, to calculate the dissociation energy of isolated
complexes, ORCA was used with the B3LYP hybrid functional and the cc-pVDZ basis
set of Dunning was adopted.128,130,148,149 A 6-coordinated Zn2+ configuration was
chosen. For simplicity, the PEGDME was modeled using a two-segment model with 2
ether groups. The dissociation energy Ed of the complexes was calculated using:
Zn(H2 O)4 PEGDME2+

Ed

= EZn2+ + 4EH2O + EPEGDME − EZn(H2O)4PEGDME2+

Zn(H2 O)6

Ed
Zn(H2 O)6

where Ed

2+

2+

= EZn2+ + 6EH2O − EZn(H2O)62+

Zn(H2 O)4 PEGDME2+

, Ed

, EZn2+ , EH2O , EZn(H2O)4PEGDME2+ , and

EZn(H2O)62+ are the dissociation energies of the isolated Zn(H2O)62+ complex, the
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Zn(H2O)4PEGDME2+ complex, the ground state energies of the Zn2+ cation, the H2O
molecule, the Zn(H2O)62+ complex, and the Zn(H2O)4PEGDME2+ complex,
respectively.
The AIMD and the adsorption energy calculations were carried out using periodic
DFT.133,142,150 Generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE) functional was used. A planewave cutoff of 430 eV was adopted. For
AIMD simulations, a Nose-Hoover thermobath was coupled to the simulated systems
and the temperature was controlled at 300 K. The time step was chosen to be 1 fs. The
simulation length was 20 ps for each system. For different systems, the simulations
boxes were constructed differently. For the case of PEGDME-0, 29 water molecules, 1
Zn2+ cation, and 2 CF3SO3- anions were packed into a cubic simulation box and
equilibration was carried out to achieve by controlling the pressure to 0.1 MPa before
the actual production run using the NVT ensemble. Similarly, we also simulated the
case PEGDME-50. 20 water molecules, 1 Zn2+ cation, 2 CF3SO3- anions, and one
PEGDME were used. In order to keep the computational cost manageable, the
PEGDME was modeled using a relatively short chain polymer containing 8 ether
groups. The overall composition of PEGDME used in the current work is
CH3(OCH2CH2)7OCH3. To calculate the adoption energy and Zn (0001) surfaces were
constructed using slab models. Each slab contains at least 4 layers of metal atoms as
the substrate and a vacuum layer of 20Å to avoid self-interactions. The PEGDME was
modeled using a CH3OCH2CH2OCH3 configuration. The adsorption energy Ead was
calculated using the following equation:
Ead = Esubstrate−adsorbate − Esubstrate − Eadsorbate
where Esubstrate−adsorbate , Esubstrate , and Eadsorbate are the energies of substrateadsorbate complex, the substrate, and the isolated adsorbate, respectively.
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Chapter 3.

Tailoring desolvation kinetics enables stable

zinc metal anodes
This chapter aims to investigate the effect of desolvation kinetics on Zn nucleation
through altering electrode/electrolyte interface.
3.1 Introduction
Electro-reducing Zn2+ into Zn metal contains four steps: i) mass transfer, ii) desolvation
process, iii) charger transfer and iv) electro-crystallization. Many strategies have been
developed to optimize the above deposition processes, including modifying electrode
configurations,60,80,107,151,152 optimizing electrolyte formulations,108,116,153-155 and
constructing protective layers.78,156-158 These strategies have gained great success in
preventing the preferential growth of Zn metal mainly through regulating mass transfer
and electro-crystallization process. Nonetheless, the investigation into the effect of
desolvation kinetics on Zn deposition/stripping process is rarely conducted.
It is worth noting that tremendous efforts have been devoted to manipulating the
solvation structure of metal ions to achieve smooth coating in the conventional
electroplating industry.159-161 For instance, the electrodeposition coating of Zn obtained
from a simple salt solution, where a hydration shell is formed around Zn2+, commonly
presents coarse grain size, loose and uneven structure. The small desolvation energy
required for such a solvation structure renders low nucleation overpotential and scarce
nucleation seeds.162,163 Therefore, the complexing agents, such as cyanide (CN-), are
generally used to regulate the solvation structure of Zn2+, in which Zn2+ is solvated by
CN- instead of water due to the stronger solvation ability between Zn2+ and CN-.164-166
Accordingly, this solvation structure results in the high nucleation overpotential and
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increased electrochemical polarization, in turn increasing the number of nucleation sites
and enabling smoother metal film.167
Inspired by this mechanism, it is expected that regulating the solvation sheath of
Zn2+ using complexing agents should be a promising approach to guide Zn2+ deposition
behavior in Zn ion batteries. However, shifting from electroplating technology to
rechargeable batteries is not straightforward, as the latter requires repeated
deposition/stripping while the former only focuses on the initial Zn growth on the
substrate. Moreover, the candidate complexing agent should be compatible with the
demand for the wide electrochemical window and non-flammability of an electrolyte.
After careful screening, acetonitrile, which is commonly known to cooperate with Zn2+,
is identified as an appropriate electrolyte additive without bringing any detrimental
effects. The strong solvation capability of AN increases the number of nucleation sites
and realizes dendrite-free morphologies of Zn. As a result, a prolonged cycle life of
~650 h at 2 mA/cm2 under 50% of the depth of discharge (DOD) (cycling capacity of
2 mAh/cm2) is achieved in hybrid water/AN electrolyte (HWAE-15, the number
denotes the volume percentage of AN in the solvent). Moreover, the cell shows a high
average CE of ~99.64% for ~2000 h at 2 mA/cm2 for 2 mAh/cm2 in HWAE-10.
3.2 Results and discussion
3.2.1 Effect of AN on solvation structure of Zn2+
We first examine the interaction between water and AN. The FTIR spectra for the
various ratios of hybrid water/AN mixtures (HWA-X) are presented in Figures 3.1a and
b. After mixing, the O-H stretching vibration in H2O undergoes a blue shift from ~3334
cm-1 to ~3362 cm−1, indicating AN has an impact on the hydrogen bonds of water.
Meanwhile, the peak of C≡N stretching vibration (2252 cm−1) in pure AN shifts to
higher wavenumbers (2260 cm-1) in HWAs. According to previous works, these
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observations are attributed to the formation of hydrogen-bonded acetonitrile molecules
(O–H···N) between water and AN.168,169 To investigate the interaction between Zn2+
and AN, the FTIR of HWAE-X is collected. As shown in Figure 3.1c, when ZnSO4 is
added, a new peak emerges at 2283 cm−1, and the peak at 2260 cm−1 experiences a slight
red shift, implying the generation of AN-Zn2+ solvation structure. It reveals the
interaction of AN with H2O and Zn2+, thus altering the solvation structure of the
electrolyte.

Figure 3.1 IR spectra of (a) the O–H stretching vibration of water molecules in pure
water and HWAs, (b) the C≡N stretching vibration in pure AN and HWAs and (c)
HWAs and HWAEs.
To further understand the effect of AN addition on microscopic structures of
electrolytes, first-principles calculations are carried out. The structure of the first
solvation sheath is firstly evaluated by calculating the dissociation energies (Ed) of the
Zn(H2O)x(AN)6-x2+ complexes. Such values reflect the strength of the interactions
between the Zn2+ cation and the molecules in its first solvation sheath and therefore are
good indicators of the solvation ability of the corresponding electrolytes. As shown in
Figure 3.2a, Ed of the Zn(H2O)62+ solvation complex is 17.2 eV or 1654 kJ/mol, in good
agreement with the hydration energy of the Zn2+.170,171 Such an Ed is significantly
smaller than those of the complexes containing ANs, indicating the AN molecules have
a much stronger affinity to the Zn2+ and the inclusion of ANs in the electrolyte may
significantly change the solvation structure of Zn2+. In fact, by further calculating the
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incremental dissociation energy of Ed, we found that exchanging the water molecules
with ANs in Zn(H2O)x(AN)6-x2+ is always energetically favorable for all possible x.
This implies the Zn2+ may be able to attract as many as AN molecules in the solution
up to the limit, i.e., all Zn2+ forms the Zn(AN)62+ complex. Interestingly, by composing
the pseudo-phase diagram of the Zn(H2O)x(AN)6-x2+ complexes as shown in Figure 3.2b,
all of the possible x is characterized by a convex hull. Therefore, no tendency of phase
separation to form specific types of complexes should be expected.

Figure 3.2 (a) Dissociation energies of the Zn(H2O)x(AN)6-x2+ complexes. (b) Pseudo
phase diagram of Zn(H2O)x(AN)6-x2+. The black dots and the red triangles represent the
most stable and the unstable configurations of the complexes, respectively. Snapshots
of the AIMD simulations of (c) HWAE-0 and (d) HWAE-10.
The above results give strong implications for the change of the solvation structure
of Zn2+ when AN is incorporated into the electrolyte. However, such calculations are
carried out in their gas phases, and only the first solvation sheath is considered, as
shown in Figure 3.3. Therefore, they cannot fully reflect the microscopic features of the
electrolytes in their liquid phases. To further evaluate the solvation structure of the
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electrolyte and the stability of the solvation complexes as discussed above, ab-initio
molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations are carried out on two typical electrolytes,
i.e., HWAE-0 in water and the HWAE-10. We found that in HWAE-0, Zn(H2O)62+ is
stable during the entire simulation period (Figure 3.2c), in agreement with previous
reports. In sharp contrast, such a complex tends to decompose in HWAE-10, while
another three types of solvation complexes can stably exist in HWAE-10 during the
100 ps of AIMD simulations at 300 K, which are Zn(H2O)5(AN)12+, Zn(H2O)4(AN)22+,
and Zn(H2O)3(AN)32+ (Figure 3.2d and Figure 3.4). Therefore, in HWAE-10, the ANs
are expected to be able to replace up to 3 water molecules in the Zn(H2O)62+ complex
and significantly change the desolvation dynamics of Zn2+, thereby influencing the
electrodeposition behavior of Zn metal.

Figure 3.3 Structures of the most stable Zn(H2O)x(AN)6-x2+ complexes.

Figure 3.4 Snapshots of the AIMD simulations of HWAE-10.
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3.2.2 Influence of AN on electrochemical behavior of Zn deposition
To explore the effect of solvation structure on Zn deposition and stripping process,
cyclic voltammetry (CV) is conducted using a three-electrode cell in 0.1 M ZnSO4
electrolyte with/without AN. Low concentrated electrolyte is selected to clearly present
the reduction peaks.172 Glassy carbon is employed as a working electrode, and platinum
plate and saturated calomel electrode (SCE) serve respectively as the counter and the
reference electrode. As shown in Figure 3.5a and Figure 3.6a and Tables 3.1, the
reduction potential is -1.45 V in 0.1 M ZnSO4 electrolyte, which gradually shifts to a
more negative potential with an increasing amount of AN in the solvent, reaching -1.53
V in 0.1 M ZnSO4 with 15% AN. The voltage profiles during deposition and stripping
are obtained using a three-electrode cell with Zn foils as the working/counter/reference
electrodes. The test condition and the configuration of such three-electrode are close to
the practical cell while avoiding the interference of the counter electrode. A higher
nucleation overpotential and voltage potential are observed with AN addition (Figure
3.5b). The value of nucleation overpotential reflects the energy barrier of heterogeneous
nucleation during initial deposition, which is defined as the difference between the
voltage tip and the stable voltage platform.173 The combined CV and voltage profile
results indicate a larger potential polarization is required to realize the nucleation and
the following growth of Zn in hybrid water/AN electrolytes. The nucleation
overpotential is further evaluated using Zn/Cu coin cells, where Cu foil serves as the
working electrode, and Zn foil is employed as the counter/reference electrode. As
shown in Figure 3.5c and Figure 3.6b, similar behavior is also observed in Zn/Cu cells.
The nucleation overpotential increases from 48 mV in the electrolyte with neat H2O
solvent to 52, 57, and 60 mV when 5%, 10%, and 15% AN is incorporated as a cosolvent, respectively.
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Figure 3.5 (a) CV at a scan rate of 20 mV/s in 0.1 M ZnSO4 with/without AN. (b)
Cycling performance using three electrodes system with Zn foil as the
working/counter/reference electrodes at 2 mA/cm2 in HWAE-0 and HWAE-10. (c)
Nucleation overpotentials using Zn/Cu cells in HWAEs.

Figure 3.6 (a) CV at a scan rate of 20 mV/s in 0.1 M ZnSO4 and 0.1 M ZnSO4 with
10% AN. (b) Nucleation overpotentials using Zn/Cu cells in HWAE-0 and HWAE-10.
(c) Nyquist plots at different temperatures using Zn/Cu cells in HWAE-10. (d) The
activation energies obtained from Nyquist plots using Zn/Cu cells in HWAE-0 and
HWAE-10.
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Table 3.1 Reduction and oxidation potentials in 0.1 M ZnSO4 with/without AN.
Electrolytes

Vdeposition (V)

Vstripping (V)

0.1 M ZnSO4

-1.45

-0.66

0.1 M ZnSO4 with 5% AN

-1.48

-0.68

0.1 M ZnSO4 with 10% AN

-1.51

-0.71

0.1 M ZnSO4 with 15% AN

-1.53

-0.73

To quantitatively compare the desolvation barrier during Zn2+ deposition, EIS at
different temperatures is conducted in the two typical electrolytes, i.e., HWAE-0 and
HWAE-10 (Figures 3.7a and b and Figure 3.6c). The experimental data are fitted using
an equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.7c. The activation energy (Ea) is calculated
based on the Arrhenius equation:
1/Rct=Aexp(-Ea/RT)
where Rct is the charge transfer resistance, A is the pre-exponential constant, T is the
absolute temperature, and R is the standard gas constant. As shown in Figure 3.6d, the
activation energy in HWAE-0 is 44.9 kJ/mol, while HWAE-10 presents a higher value
of 51.0 kJ/mol. The result is consistent with the larger desolvation energy barrier in
hybrid water/AN electrolytes as suggested by the theoretical calculations.

Figure 3.7 (a) Nyquist plots at different temperatures using Zn/Cu cells in HWAE-0.
(b) Fitted values of Rct from Nyquist plots. (c) Equivalent circuit model for EIS plots
using Zn/Cu cells in HWAE-0 and HWAE-10.
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The high overpotential associated with strong solvation in the hybrid electrolytes
would lead to supersaturating of Zn atoms adsorption on the surface, which gives rise
to increased nucleation size and smooth Zn deposition.78,174 In the absence of AN, only
few adatoms are presented and turn into Zn nuclei on the surface of Cu current collector
owing to the low desolvation energy required for Zn(H2O)62+. The Zn atoms then
continuously deposit on the existed sparse Zn nuclei, eventually causing the preferential
Zn dendrite growth as schematically shown in Figure 3.8a. On the contrary,
supersaturation of adatoms is accumulated between the electrode/electrolyte interfaces
arising from the high nucleation overpotential under the HWAE-10 system. Thus,
numerous Zn nuclei will be produced for homogenous Zn growth.

Figure 3.8 (a) Schematic illustration of the Zn nucleation and growth process in
HWAE-0 and HWAE-10. SEM images of Zn deposited on Cu current collector at 1
mA/cm2 with various amount of 0.0002 mAh/cm2 (0.72 s), 0.002 mAh/cm2 (7.2 s),
0.005 mAh/cm2 (18 s), and 1 mAh/cm2 (3600 s) and after 50 cycles at 2 mA/cm2 with
a cycling capacity of 2 mAh/cm2 in HWAE-0 (b) and HWAE-10 (c). The scale bars in
the figures and insets represent 5 μm and 2 μm, respectively.
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The above assumption is fully supported by the SEM images taken at various
stages. We monitor the Zn growth process by collecting the electrodes from initial
deposition to after repeated cycles, as shown in Figure 3.8b and c. To examine the early
nucleation behavior, a tiny amount Zn of 0.0002 mAh/cm2 (corresponding to 0.72 s
deposition time) is deposited on Cu current collector. Sparse Zn nucleation with platelike morphology is observed in HWAE-0. The Zn clusters gradually cover the surface
of Cu with an increased Zn deposition amount of 0.005 mAh/cm2 and 0.2 mAh/cm2,
but the plate-like structure is maintained and randomly oriented. Also, huge
protuberances and tiny flakes with sharp tips are detected (Figure 3.9). With an
increased deposition capacity of 1 mAh/cm2 and 4 mAh/cm2, deteriorative
morphologies with the formation of porous microstructure and vast huge flakes are
observed (Figure 3.10). After 50 cycles, the Zn metal presents a looser and rougher
structure with the larger flakes. These microsized flakes with sharp tips would easily
trigger the internal short circuit when they continue to grow. By contrast, the AN
addition enables highly improved Zn deposition behavior and leads to massive
nucleation sites under the capacity of 0.0002 mAh/cm2. Flat Zn plates that parallel the
Cu current collector is presented. The oriented Zn growth in HWAE-10 is similar to the
previously reported epitaxial Zn electrodeposition to some extent175, helping to realize
highly reversible Zn deposition/stripping. The Zn gradually covers the Cu current
collector with increasing deposition capacities, while maintaining the smooth surface.
It is worth mentioning that the Zn deposition remains a homogenous and compact
surface after 50 cycles in HWAE-10. It demonstrates the superior reversibility of the
deposition/stripping process in HWAE-10. The optical photos of these electrodes after
Zn plating in HWAE-0 and HWAE-10 also support these findings (Figure 3.11). Zn is
randomly deposited, and only partial Cu current collector is coated in HWAE-0,
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because of the preferential growth of Zn on the “hot spot”. Turn to the case in HWAE10, Cu current collector is evenly covered with the deposited Zn. Therefore, the AN cosolvent could regulate the Zn deposition/stripping behavior for obtaining a smooth and
dense structure, which shows distinct characteristics from the rough and loose
morphology formed in HWAE-0.

Figure 3.9 AFM images of Zn deposition on Cu current collector with 0.2 mAh/cm2
(720 s) at 1 mA/cm2 in (a) HWAE-0 and (b) HWAE-10. Corresponding SEM images
in (c, d) HWAE-0 and (e, f) HWAE-10.

Figure 3.10 SEM images of Zn deposition on Cu current collector with 4 mAh/cm2
(14400 s) at 1 mA/cm2 in (a, b) HWAE-0 and (c, d) HWAE-10.
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Figure 3.11 Optical photos of Zn deposition on Cu current collector at 1 mA/cm2 with
1 mAh/cm2 in (a) HWAE-0 and (d) HWAE-10 and with 4 mAh/cm2 in (b) HWAE-0
and (e) HWAE-10; After 50 cycles at 2 mA/cm2 with a cycling capacity of 2 mAh/cm2
in (c) HWAE-0 and (f) HWAE-10.
3.2.3 Improved electrochemical performance for HWAE-10
The smooth deposition of Zn in the hybrid H2O/AN solvents, due to the strong solvation
sheath, would help improve the cycling and CE performances. It is well known that
cycling performance is highly related to the depth of discharge (DOD). To verify the
effectiveness of hybrid water/AN electrolytes, a rigorous DOD of 50% is selected to
study the cycling life in Zn/Cu cells. Specifically, 4 mAh/cm2 of Zn is firstly deposited
onto Cu current collector at 1 mA/cm2, and a fixed cycling capacity of 2 mAh/cm2 is
adopted under various current densities. At 0.5 mA/cm2, the Zn/Cu cell suffers from a
short circuit after ~500 h cycling in HWAE-0 (Figure 3.12). With the incorporation of
AN, much-improved performance are achieved, and the cycling life prolongs as the
amount of AN increases. Zn/Cu cells deliver stable cycling of ~530 h, ~870 h, and
~1000 h in HWAE-5, HWAE-10, and HWAE-15, respectively. The same trends persist
when the current densities are increased to 1 and 2 mA/cm2. Zn/Cu cells experience
short circuits at ~290 h at 1 mA/cm2 and fail at ~120 h at 2 mA/cm2 in HWAE-0. On
the contrary, prolonged cycling life of ~580 h and ~700 h are realized at 1 mA/cm 2 in
HWAE-10 and HWAE-15, respectively. Even at 2 mA/cm2, Zn/Cu cells still display
stable voltage profiles for ~570 h and ~650 h in HWAE-10 and HWAE-15, respectively.
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Noteworthy, the short circuit accounts for the failure of Zn/Cu cells at 0.5 and 1 mA/cm2
in HWAE-0, while the increased voltage polarization is responsible for the degradation
in HWAE-10 and HWAE-15. It is speculated the smooth Zn deposition in the
electrolyte with hybrid solvents effectively inhibits the dendrite growth during the longterm cycles. This is confirmed by the morphology of Zn after 200 cycles (400 h) at 2
mA/cm2 in HWAE-10. The Zn deposition maintains a compact and uniform structure
without dendrite growth, as shown in (Figure 3.13).

Figure 3.12 The cycling performance of Zn/Cu cells in HWAEs at 0.5, 1 and 2 mA/cm2
with a cycling capacity of 2 mAh/cm2.

Figure 3.13 SEM images and optical photo of Zn after 200 cycles at 2 mA/cm2 with a
cycling capacity of 2 mAh/cm2 in HWAE-10.
CE is another critical parameter to evaluate the reversibility of Zn
deposition/stripping. The CE of Zn/Cu cells is measured at 1 mA/cm2 and 2 mA/cm2
with fixed cycling capacity of 2 mAh/cm2. The cell starts to oscillate drastically from
~50% to ~150% after 190 and 210 cycles at 1 mA/cm2 and 2 mA/cm2 in HWAE-0
(Figures 3.14a and c). The low CE is ascribed to the formation of Zn dendrites with
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large surface area upon repeated cycles, promoting the severe parasitic reactions.108,119
In addition, the Zn dendrites lose contact with Cu current collector and become “dead
Zn”. Upon cycling, the “dead Zn” might reconnects with Cu current collector, which
causes the CE far more than 100%. Moreover, the polarization increases with cycling,
and short circuit occurs ultimately in HWAE-0, as shown Figures 3.14b and d. In
contrast, Zn/Cu cells present a highly improved CE performance in hybrid water/AN
electrolytes due to ameliorative Zn deposition/stripping behavior. Among hybrid
water/AN electrolytes, Zn/Cu cells deliver the best CE performance in HWAE-10,
followed by HWAE-15 and HWAE-5. The cell shows a high average CE of 99.65 %
for 660 cycles (2640 h) at 1 mA/cm2 in HWAE-10. When the current density increases
to 2 mA/cm2, it still services for 1000 cycles (2000 h) with an average CE of 99.64 %.
From the time-voltage curves and corresponding detailed deposition/stripping voltage
curve, Zn/Cu cells present stable voltage curves for each cycle. Besides, the initial CEs
in the first cycle are compared in HWAE-0 and HWAE-10. The initial CEs are 93.77%
and 95.73% at 1 mA/cm2 and 2 mA/cm2 in HWAE-0, respectively. Benefiting from the
regulation of AN, higher initial CEs of 94.88% (1 mA/cm2) and 96.35% (2 mA/cm2)
are realized in HWAE-10. These improvements should be attributed to the improved
Zn nucleation and deposition behavior, which in turn results in the enhanced
reversibility. The inferior CE performance in HWAE-5 are attributed to inadequate
complexation between less AN and Zn2+, and thus the Zn deposition is not regulated
sufficiently. As for HWAE-15, excessive AN addition leads to the highly hampered
deposition behavior, probably facilitating the side reaction, such as hydrogen evolution
reaction (HER). Notably, the cycling performance in HWAE-15 is better than that in
HWAE-10, while the CE performance results are opposite. The reason lies in the
effective suppression of HER arising from the presence of Zn during cycling test. HER
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is more likely to occur on Cu metal than Zn metal.176,177 Zn2+ is directly deposited on
the bare surface of Cu current collector under CE test, leading to the worse CE
performance of HWAE-15 than HWAE-10.

Figure 3.14 CEs of Zn/Cu cells in HWAEs at (a) 1 mA/cm2 and (c) 2 mA/cm2 for 2
mAh/cm2. Detailed deposition/stripping voltage curves in HWAE-0 and HWAE-10 at
(b) 1 mA/cm2 and (d) 2 mA/cm2 for 2 mAh/cm2.
To assess the performance of HWAE-10 under practical conditions, the full cells
coupling with a MnO2 cathode are assembled. Cu foil with pre-deposited Zn is used as
an anode, and the negative-to-positive electrode capacity (N:P) ratios are set to 5:1 and
10:1, respectively. With N:P ratios of 5:1 and 10:1, the discharge capacity of MnO2
dramatically decreases after ~30 cycles and ~50 cycles in HWAE-0, indicating the poor
reversibility of Zn metal (Figure 3.15a). On the contrary, AN addition enables an
improved cycle life and realizes a stable capacity for ~70 cycles (N:P = 5:1). With the
N:P ratio of 10:1, the cell maintains capacity retention of ~90% over 100 cycles in
HWAE-10, which is significantly superior to that in HWAE-0. The stable cycling
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Figure 3.15 (a) Cycle performance of Zn/MnO2 batteries at 300 mA/g in HWAE-0 and
HWAE-10, with N:P ratios of 5:1 and 10:1. Corresponding SEM images of Zn after 70
cycles in (b, c) HWAE-0 and after 150 cycles in (d, e) HWAE-10, with N:P ratio of
10:1.

Figure 3.16 Flammability test for the HWAE-10 with (a) the flame source and (b) after
heating, respectively.
performance of the full cells verifies the compatibility of AN additive to the cathode. It
is found that the specific discharge capacity surpasses the theoretical specific capacity
of MnO2 in both electrolytes. According to the previous works, the extra capacity is
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probably ascribed to the addition of Mn2+ from MnSO4 additive.178,179 Specifically, the
Mn2+ could be electrodeposited on the cathode when the charge voltage is up to 1.85 V,
which brings about the additional capacity. Another issue associated with the presence
of an organic solvent is safety. It is a delight to find that the HWAE-10 remains nonflammable and thus maintains the safe nature of aqueous battery systems (Figure 3.16).
The SEM images of the cycled anode are examined to further validate the improved
stability in full cells. The Zn metal shows rough and loose structures after 70 cycles in
HWAE-0 (Figures 3.15b and c), while the much smooth textures are observed after 150
cycles in HWAE-10 (Figures 3.15d and e). These results are consistent with the
enhanced lifespan of symmetrical Zn cells and verify the potential application toward
full cells.
3.3 Summary
In the electrodeposition industry, complexing agents are commonly employed as
brighteners to regulate the solvation structure of metal ions for achieving smooth
coating. Motivated by this mechanism, we manipulate the solvation structure of Zn2+
through the adoption of AN as a co-solvent in the electrolyte. Both experiments and
simulations results suggest that the AN incorporation alters the solvation sheath by the
replacement of a portion of water that surrounds Zn2+. This unique solvation structure
elevates the nucleation overpotential for improving the nucleation sites, which results
in compact and uniform Zn growth. Therefore, a stable Zn deposition/stripping
performance up to ~650 h at 2 mA/cm2 with 50% DOD is achieved, which is more than
five-fold longer than without a complexing agent under the same test condition.
Moreover, Zn/Cu cells demonstrate a high CE of 99.64% on average over 1000 cycles
(equals to 2000 h) in HWAE-10 at 2 mA/cm2 under a cycling capacity of 2 mAh/cm2.
The compatibility of the mixed solvent with the cathode is verified by Zn/MnO2 full58

cell examination, which shows excellent cyclic stability even with a limited excess of
Zn metal on the anode side. This work opens a viable route to stabilize Zn metal anode
by optimizing the solvation structure of Zn2+.
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Chapter 4.

Realizing wide-temperature Zn metal anodes

through concurrent interface stability regulation and
solvation structure modulation
Following the electrode/electrolyte regulation for the optimized Zn nucleation in
chapter 3, this chapter introduces a competitive-solvent oligomer into the electrolyte to
adjust surface adsorption and solvation structure for uniform Zn nucleation.
4.1 Introduction
Implementing superior Zn metal anodes for long-term cycles is still challenging,
probably due to the difficulties in tackling the mutually reinforced issues of dendrite
formation, chemical corrosion and HER simultaneously.21,109,180-183 More critically,
most of the previous research focuses on enhancing the electrochemical performance
of Zn metal anodes at room temperature.180 The Zn deposition/stripping behavior under
thermal extremes, especially at high temperatures, is rarely explored, with the
underlying failure mechanisms largely elusive.122,184,185
Herein, we first investigate the stability of Zn metal anodes at three different
temperatures, i.e., 0, 25 and 50 °C, and reveal the harsh temperature-induced instability
due to either the rampant dendrite growth at low temperature or amplified parasitic
reactions in Zn/electrolyte interfaces at high temperature. To synchronously solve these
challenges, a competitive-solvent oligomer poly(ethylene glycol) dimethyl ether
(PEGDME) with multi-functions is proposed to realize wide-temperature Zn metal
anodes through (1) passivating Zn metal anodes by rich polymer chains to regulate Zn
deposition and resist corrosion; (2) constructing PEGDME-involved solvation sheath
of Zn2+ induced by its strong solvation capability to restrain corrosion and HER; (3)
disrupting the water/water hydrogen bonds due to excellent water solubility and ample
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ether groups, which decreases water activities and further suppresses side reactions.
Additionally, such electrolyte is favorable for mitigating the dissolution of commercial
V2O5 cathode and, in turn, enables the excellent Zn/V2O5 full cells over a wide
temperature range from -15 to 65 °C.
4.2 Results and discussion
4.2.1 Zn deposition/stripping behavior at different temperatures
Our efforts are firstly devoted to understanding the Zn plating/stripping at various
temperatures. The cycle and CE performance are respectively collected using Zn/Zn
and Cu/Zn cells at 0, 25 and 50 °C in 1 M Zn(CF3SO3)2 electrolyte. It is found that
Zn/Zn cells present the best stability at room temperature. Specifically, cells could
steadily run for ~175 h (25 °C), ~100 h (50 °C) and ~55 h (0 °C) (Figure 4.1a). As
shown in Figure 4.1b and Figure 4.2, a similar tendency persists in CE performance (84
cycles at 25 °C, 38 cycles at 50 °C and instability for all cycles at 0 °C).
The ionic conductivities at various temperatures are collected from EIS using
stainless steel/stainless steel cells to unravel the reasons for the inferior performance
under thermal extremes. As shown in Figure 4.1c, ionic conductivity decreases as the
temperature drops, which would facilitate the dendrite initiation. The EIS and CV
curves using the Zn/Zn cells further confirm the increased resistance and slow
electrochemical kinetics at low temperatures (Figure 4.3). These deteriorations trigger
the uneven Zn deposition at low temperature, as seen from SEM images in Figures 4.4ac, in turn leading to the rapid short circuit of cells.186
The side reactions between the electrodes and the electrolytes are assumed to be
responsible for the performance degradation at high temperatures.187 The highest
corrosive rate is found at 50 °C, as inferred by the linear polarization curves with a
largest value of 28.22 uA (Figure 4.1d). The phenomenon is also supported by the SEM
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images of Zn foil after soaking in the electrolyte for 72 h at various temperatures (Figure
4.1f-h), where loose porous Zn with huge flakes is observed at 50 °C. In addition, high
temperature causes deteriorative HER due to the increased water activities during Zn
deposition process, leading to abundant ZnO by-products formed on the surface of Zn
metal (Figure 4.1e). Such electrochemically inactive ZnO would contribute to the poor
Zn reversibility.

Figure 4.1 The Zn deposition/stripping behavior under thermal extremes. (a) Cyclic
performance of Zn/Zn cells and (b) CE performance of Cu/Zn cells at 0, 25 and 50 °C,
at 1 mA/cm2 for 1 mAh/cm2. (c) Ionic conductivities (𝜎) and (d) linear polarization
curves related to chemical corrosion at 0, 25 and 50 °C. The calculation equation is 𝜎
= L/A*R, where R is the measured resistance, L is the distance between the electrodes
and A is the area of the electrodes. (e) XRD patterns of Cu foils with 4 mAh/cm2 of Zn
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deposition at 1 mA/cm2 at 0, 25 and 50 °C. SEM images of Zn foils after soaking in the
electrolyte for 72 h at (f) 0 °C, (g) 25 °C and (h) 50 °C.

Figure 4.2 The detailed voltage profiles of the (a) 1st, (b) 26th, (c) 38th and (d) 84th
cycles in CE test of Cu/Zn cells at various temperatures.

Figure 4.3 (a) The Nyquist plots and (b) cyclic voltammograms of Zn/Zn cells at 0, 25
and 50 °C. As shown in Figure 4.3b, the current dramatically increases at 50 °C during
the cathodic scanning (stripping process), which is probably due to the fracture of ZnO
layer that is formed from HER reaction during anodic scanning (deposition process).
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Figure 4.4 The SEM images of 0.1 mAh/cm2 of Zn deposition on Zn foils at 1 mA/cm2
at (a) 0 °C, (b) 25 °C and (c) 50 °C.
4.2.2 A competitive-solvent strategy and the underlying mechanism
We add an oligomer PEGDME (Mn=500) that could compete with water molecules into
1 M Zn(CF3SO3)2 electrolyte to circumvent the dendrite growth at low temperatures
and rampant parasitic reactions at high ones. It is expected that the polymer chains of
PEGDME could adsorb on the electrode surface to regulate Zn deposition and shield
the Zn metal from corrosion. The adsorb behavior is first confirmed by the smaller
double layer capacitance in electrolytes with PEGDME than without it (Figure 4.5). To
quantify the adsorptive feature of PEGDME to the anode surface, we compute the
adsorption energy of PEGDME and H2O to the Zn (0001) surface. As shown in Figure
4.6, the adsorption energy of PEGDME on Zn is -0.63 eV, whereas the value for H2O
is -0.12 eV, on the per molecule base. Such a result indicates that PEGDME may cover
a significant portion of Zn surface when added to the electrolyte. The ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations (AIMD) simulations are further conducted to figure
out the equilibrium structure of Zn surface in both pure H2O and H2O/PEGDME
solutions. Once PEGDME is added as a competitive solvent, the polymer chains
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compete with water molecules on the Zn surface and quickly replace them (Figure 4.7a),
resulting in the coverage of Zn surface by PEGDME to a large extent.

Figure 4.5 Cyclic voltammograms curves to compare double layer capacitance in
PEGDME-0 and PEGDME-50 using Zn/Zn cells under a voltage range from -15 mV
to 15 mV.

Figure 4.6 (a) The per-molecule and per atom-based adsorption energy of H2O and
PEGDME on Zn. (b) Snapshots of AIMD simulations of the surface adsorption
structure of Zn in water solution. Only the species directly attached to the Zn surface
are shown for clarity. (c) The dissociation energy of the Zn(H2O)62+ and the
Zn(H2O)4PEGDME2+ complex. The two solvation complexes are shown on the righthand side.
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Figure 4.7 Experimental and theoretical studies elucidating the working mechanism of
PEGDME competitive solvent. (a) Snapshots of AIMD simulations of the surface
adsorption structure of Zn in PEGDME/water solution. Only the species that are
directly attached to the Zn surface are shown for clarity. FTIR spectra of (b) H-O
stretching (water) in W/P-X and (c) SO3 symmetric vibration of Zn(CF3SO3)2 in
PEGDME-X. (d) Average number of HBs formed between H2O molecules. Snapshots
of AIMD simulations of the electrolyte (e) with and (f) without PEGDME. (g)
Chronoamperometry under an overpotential of -150 mV at 25 °C. 2D diffusion refers
to the absorbed Zn2+ laterally diffusing along the surface to arrive at the most
energetically favorable sites for Zn2+ reduction. Thus, Zn2+ tends to aggregate and grow
into dendrites. For 3D diffusion, the absorbed Zn2+ would deposit in the near-initial
adsorption sites with constrained 2D surface diffusion, which helps increase nucleation
sites and realize improved Zn deposition morphologies. (h) Corrosion currents derived
from linear polarization experiments in PEGDME-0 and PEGDME-50 at 0, 25 and 50
°C (i) Pressure evolution in real-time when Zn foils are immersed in the two electrolytes
at 25 °C.
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It is known that PEGDME has abundant ether groups and strong solvation
ability,188,189 so we conjecture it would change electrolyte solvation chemistry. To
investigate the interaction among PEGDME, water and Zn2+, FTIR and Raman
measurements are carried out on a collection of samples, including water/PEGDME
mixtures (denoted as W/P-X) and 1 M Zn(CF3SO3)2 in water/PEGDME electrolytes
(marked as PEGDME-X), where both “X” represents the mass ratio of PEGDME in the
binary solvent systems. As shown in Figure 4.7b, the H-O stretching vibration of water
at 3000-3500 cm-1 moves to higher wavenumbers with increased PEGDME content in
the W/P-X, as a result of the breakage of water/water hydrogen bonds (HBs) network
by the newly formed water/PEGDME HBs.189,190 This would significantly reduce free
water molecules and water activities.189 Furthermore, the FTIR spectra of W/P-X and
corresponding PEGDME-X are compared to study the interplay between PEGDME and
Zn2+. As shown in Figure 4.7c, the introduction of PEGDME leads to red drift of vsSO3
due to its participation in the solvation structure of Zn2+. The blue shift of C-H
stretching of PEGDME is detected after adding Zn salt into W/P-X, implying strong
interaction between PEGDME and Zn2+ (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8 FTIR spectra of W/P-X and PEGDME-X.
Theoretical calculations are employed to further understand the effect of
PEGDME competitive solvent on the microscopic structures of the electrolytes. First,
we gather statistics on the HBs between H2O molecules from AIMD simulations and
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the results are shown in Figure 4.7d. In PEGDME-0, ~1.8 HBs are shared by each water
molecule. In comparison, when PEGDME is added, the number of HBs between water
molecules significantly drops to < 0.5 per molecule. The reason lies in that the highconcentration ether groups of the competitive PEGDME tend to coordinate with water
molecules. In addition, we carried out AIMD simulations to acquire the equilibrium
solvation structure. As shown in Figures 4.7e and f, the 6-fold coordination of Zn2+
remained the major coordination mode after the addition of PEGDME. However, more
than one oxygen atom is replaced by the ether group of competitive PEGDME in the
first solvation sheath of Zn2+. Such equilibrium structure further supports the
experimental findings that competitive PEGDME has relatively strong solvation
capability and could change the solvation structure of Zn2+.
Chronoamperometry (CA) test could provide clues about the diffusion manner,
which is obtained by applying constant cathodic overpotential for Zn reduction in
PEGDME-0 and PEGDME-50. PEGDME-50 is selected due to its superior
electrochemical performance to PEGDME-40 and PEGDME-60 (Figure 4.9). The poor
lifetime in PEGDME-40 should be attributed to that inadequate PEGDME content leads
to insufficiently improved Zn deposition/stripping behavior and anti-corrosion ability.
Regarding the performance in PEGDME-60, we conjecture that the excess PEGMDE
brings about high viscosity and lower ionic conductivity of the electrolyte, which would
exacerbate the nonuniform Zn2+ flux and result in uneven Zn deposition, causing a short
cycle life. Noted that the Zn deposition process is under mass-transport control, so the
increase in current can be attributed to increased true electrode surface area.191,192 Thus,
the current variation can sensitively reflect the change in surface area. As shown in
Figure 4.7g, the current continuously increases from ~0.05 mA to ~2.1 mA after 1800
s in PEGDME-0, which suggests the rampant 2D diffusion process and would
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accelerate the formation of Zn dendrites. By contrast, PEGDME-50 maintains a
dramatically low current of ~0.04 mA over the whole discharge process, indicating the
minimal 2D diffusion and enhanced Zn deposition behavior.78 This amelioration should
be ascribed to preferential surface adsorption of PEGDME on the Zn surface, which
serves as a barrier to inhibit lateral diffusion of Zn2+.193

Figure 4.9 The CE performance (1 mA/cm2 and 1 mAh/cm2) of Cu/Zn cells in
PEGDME-40, 50 and 60 at (a) 0 °C, (b) 25 °C and (c) 50 °C.
Furthermore, PEGDME-50 brings about decent anti-corrosion capability of Zn.
As shown in Figure 4.10, Zn foil remains compact structure after immersing in
PEGDME-50 for 72 h even under a high temperature of 50 °C, which is significantly
better than the porous texture in PEGDME-0 (Figure 4.1f-h). The corrosion currents
are used to quantificationally compare the corrosion resistance. It shows that the
corrosion currents in PEGDME-50 at 0, 25 and 50 °C are one order of magnitude lower
than the corresponding values in PEGDME-0 (Figure 4.7h). Moreover, a homemade
pressure sensor setup is employed to monitor the gas evolution in real-time where Zn
foils are immersed in PEGDME-0 and PEGDME-50 (Figure 4.11a). Obviously, the
pressure is almost constant in PEGDME-50 at 25 °C (Figure 4.7i), demonstrating that
the side reactions are virtually eliminated. Turning to PEGDME-0, the pressure
continually increases after resting 12 h, due to the severe corrosion reaction. Even at
50 °C, PEGDME-50 still presents great effectiveness in suppressing gas generation
(Figure 4.11b). Similarly, HER during Zn deposition is also restrained in PEGDME-50.
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ZnO by-products is not detected after depositing Zn in PEGDME-50 even at high
temperature (Figure 4.12a), while there are plenty of ZnO in PEGDME-0 under all the
temperatures (Figure 4.1e). Moreover, the inactive water in PEGDME-50
simultaneously contributes to better electrochemical oxidation stability (Figure 4.12b).
For example, oxidative decomposition potentials in PEGDME-50 are 2.47 V (25 °C)
and 2.17 V (50 °C), which is essentially higher than that in PEGDME-0 (2.27 V at
25 °C and 2.05 V at 50 °C). This would help realize the high-temperature operation of
high-voltage cathodes (e.g., lithium manganese oxide with a charge cut-off voltage of
2.1 V). To sum up, the introduction of PEGDME competitive solvent into the
electrolyte enables the constrained Zn dendrite growth, desirable anti-corrosion
property and expanded electrochemical window over a wide temperature range.

Figure 4.10 The SEM images of Zn foils after soaking in PEGDME-50 for 72 h at (a)
0 °C, (b) 25 °C and (c) 50 °C.
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Figure 4.11 (a) The optical photo of a homemade pressure sensor setup. (b) Pressure
evolution in real-time when Zn foils are immersed in PEGDME-0 and PEGDME-50 at
50 °C.

Figure 4.12 (a) The XRD patterns of Cu foils with 4 mAh/cm2 of Zn deposition in
PEGDME-50 at 1 mA/cm2 at 0, 25 and 50 °C. (b) Electrochemical window in
PEGDME-0 and PEGDME-50 at 0, 25 and 50 °C.
4.2.3 Dendrite-free morphologies in PEGDME-50
To examine the Zn deposition/stripping behavior, the SEM images under various Zn
deposition capacities are acquired in PEGDME-0 and PEGDME-50 at different
temperatures (Figure 4.13). For PEGDME-0, the uneven morphologies with massive
protuberances are observed at 0 °C after depositing 0.5 and 1 mAh/cm2 of Zn. Although
the nonuniform deposition is slightly alleviated with raised temperature (25 and 50 °C),
the loose and rough structures still prevail at all deposition capacities. These phenomena
agree well with the significantly augmented current in CA tests (Figure 4.7g), which is
detrimental to the electrochemical performance. On the contrary, the deposited Zn
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metal of 0.5 mAh/cm2 is smooth and compact in PEGDME-50 at all the test
temperatures, i.e., 0, 25 and 50 °C. The Zn dendrite-free morphologies maintain when
deposition capacity increases to 1 mAh/cm2. The corresponding optical photos are
consistent with the microscopic structures of SEM images. Specifically, the dense and
uniform Zn metal is observed in PEGDME-50 (Figure 4.14), while PEGDME-0 shows
randomly deposited Zn.
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Figure 4.13 Morphological characterization of Zn deposition at 1 mA/cm2. Zn
deposition of 0.5 mAh/cm2 in PEGDME-0 at (a) 0 °C, (b) 25 °C and (c) 50 °C, and 1
mAh/cm2 at (d) 0 °C, (e) 25 °C and (f) 50 °C. Zn deposition of 0.5 mAh/cm2 in
PEGDME-50 at (g) 0 °C, (h) 25 °C and (i) 50 °C, and 1 mAh/cm2 at (j) 0 °C, (k) 25 °C
and (l) 50 °C. The scale bar is 10 μm.

Figure 4.14 The optical photos of Zn deposition of 1 mAh/cm2 at 0, 25 and 50 °C in
PEGDME-0 and PEGDME-50.
4.2.4 Wide-temperature performance in PEGDME-50
To further verify the superior of PEGDME-50, the cycle and CE performance are
respectively evaluated using Zn/Zn and Cu/Zn cells at 0, 25 and 50 °C. As shown in
Figure 4.15b, Zn/Zn cells could safely run for 2000 h in PEGDME-50 at 25 °C (1
mA/cm2 and 1 mAh/cm2), which is over tenfold longer than that in PEGDME-0 (~175
h), although the former has slightly higher overpotential. In the absence of PEGDME
competitive solvent, the cycle life is further reduced, i.e., ~55 h at 0 °C and 100 h at
50 °C, owing to the excessive dendrite growth (0 °C) and parasitic reactions (50 °C)
compared with room temperature (Figures 4.15a and c). Surprisingly, the exceptional
Zn deposition/stripping life of 2000 h and 1600 h are respectively achieved in
PEGDME-50 at 0 °C and 50 °C. For CE tests, the Cu/Zn cells only survive dozens of
cycles in PEGDME-0 at 0, 25 and 50 °C (Figures 4.15d-f). Conversely, PEGDME-50
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could deliver the fair CE for more than 1000 cycles at these three temperatures under
the same condition. The average CEs are 99.5% at 0 °C, 99.2% at 25 °C and 97.9% at
50 °C. Pushing to the limit, we exploit the Zn/Zn cells and Cu/Zn cells even at -15 °C
and 65 °C, where PEGDME-50 enables stable plating/stripping and high CEs at these
temperature extremes. (Figure 4.16). By contrast, the cells fail to operate in PEGDME0 at -15 °C owing to the frozen electrolyte (Figure 4.17) and suffer from rapid failure
at 65 °C due to dramatic side reactions. These improvements are in line with the
previous discussions (Figure 4.7), showing the beneficial effects of the PEGDME
competitive solvent to circumvent the mutually interferential issues of the dendrite
growth, corrosion and HER.
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Figure 4.15 The electrochemical performance of Zn metal anodes at different
temperatures. The cycle performance (1 mA/cm2 and 1 mAh/cm2) of Zn/Zn cells at (a)
0 °C, (b) 25 °C and (c) 50 °C, and CE performance (1 mA/cm2 and 1 mAh/cm2) of
Cu/Zn cells at (d) 0 °C, (e) 25 °C and (f) 50 °C in PEGDME-0 and PEGDME-50.
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Figure 4.16 The cycle performance of Zn/Zn cells for 1 mAh/cm2 at (a) -15 °C (0.5
mA/cm2) and (b) 65 °C (1 mA/cm2) and CE performance of Cu/Zn cells for 0.5
mAh/cm2 at (c) -15 °C (0.5 mA/cm2) and (d) 65 °C (1 mA/cm2) in PEGDME-0 and
PEGDME-50.

Figure 4.17 Freezing tolerance of (a) PEGDME-0 and (b) PEGDME-50 at -15 °C.
To evaluate the feasibility of PEGDME-50 in real Zn metal systems, the full cells
paired with a commercial V2O5 cathode are tested at various temperatures. The cells
present a high specific capacity of ~103.9 mAh/g for 600 cycles in PEGDME-50 at
25 °C, while the capacity rapidly degrades to 79.2 mAh/g after only 200 cycles in
PEGDME-0 (Figure 4.18b). Impressive stability is still maintained in PEGDME-50 at
0 °C and 50 °C (Figures 4.18a and c). Specifically, it displays a high capacity of 77.8
mAh/g after 1000 cycles at 0 °C and 81.5 mAh/g after 200 cycles at 50 °C, which much
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outperforms the performance in PEGDME-0. It is worth mentioning that PEGDME-50
allows the cells to cycle at an even lower temperature of -15 °C and a higher one of
65 °C (Figure 4.19), which agrees well with the results of Zn/Zn and Cu/Zn cells under
the same temperatures. These prominent enhancements in PEGDME-50 are ascribed to
the delightful Zn deposition/stripping, as verified by the SEM images of cycled Zn
metal anodes (Figure 4.20). Smooth and uniform morphologies are observed in
PEGDME-50 at 0, 25 and 50 °C, whereas Zn metal shows a porous and rough structure
in PEGDME-0. Although the increased Zn plating/stripping overpotential due to
PEGDME addition would be detrimental to the discharge voltage under the full cell,
the adverse effect is overturned by the significantly improved cyclic stability and safety.

Figure 4.18 The electrochemical behavior of full cells and decent compatibility for
cathode under thermal extremes. The cycle performance of Zn/V2O5 full cells in
PEGME-0 and PEGDME-50 at (a) 0 °C, (b) 25 °C and (c) 50 °C. (d) Vanadium element
content in PEGDME-0 and PEGDME-50 where V2O5 cathode is soaked for 2 days at
various temperatures. The self-discharge performance of Zn/V2O5 full cells in (e)
PEGDME-0 and (f) PEGDME-50 at 25 °C.
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Figure 4.19 The cycle performance of Zn/V2O5 full cells in PEGDME-0 and
PEGDME-50 at (a) -15 °C (100 mA/g) and (b) 65 °C (200 mA/g).

Figure 4.20 The SEM images of Zn metal anodes after 50 cycles in full cells using
PEGDME-0 at (a, d) 0 °C, (b, e) 25 °C and (c, f) 50 °C, and PEGDME-50 at (g, j) 0 °C,
(h, k) 25 °C and (i, l) 50 °C. The scale bar in Figures 4.20a-c and Figures 4.20g-i is 200
μm and Figures 4.20d-f and Figures 4.20j-l is 5 μm.
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For the completeness of this work, we explore the effect of PEGDME addition on
the cathode. Thanks to the reduced water activities, the dissolution of V2O5 cathode is
essentially inhibited,194 as verified by the inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS).155 The samples are prepared by immersing V2O5 cathode in
PEGDME-0 and PEGDME-50 for 2 days at 0, 25 and 50 °C. As shown in Figure 4.18d,
the concentration of vanadium in PEGDME-0 is 50.1 mg/L at 0 °C, and then increased
to 152.0 mg/L (25 °C) and 259.0 mg/L (50 °C). On the contrary, the PEGDME
competitive solvent gives rise to much lower concentrations (6.72 mg/L, 10.6 mg/L and
54.4 mg/L, respectively at 0, 25, and 50 °C). The compatibility between V2O5 cathode
and PEGDME-50 is further proved through self-discharge measurements, where cells
are cycled for 50 cycles and then rested 48 h under charge state before further discharge.
At 25 °C, the discharge-to-charge capacity ratio is merely 34.0% in PEGDME-0 due to
the severe self-discharge (Figure 4.18e). By contrast, cells present a much lower selfdischarge rate with a high discharge-to-charge capacity of 91.6% in PEGDME-50 under
the same temperature (Figure 4.18f). A similar phenomenon is observed at 0 and 50 °C,
(Figure 4.21). Moreover, it is found that the expanded electrochemical window of
PEGDME-50 is beneficial to realizing a high-voltage cathode even at high temperatures
(Figure 4.22). Namely, the full cells coupled with LiMn2O4 cathode are stably cycled
between 1.4 and 2.1 V in PEGDME-50 at 25 °C and 50 °C. Although such full cells
could run at 25 °C in PEGDME-0, its voltage cannot reach 2.1 V at 50 °C due to the
uncontrollable water decomposition, consistent with the results on the electrochemical
window (Figure 4.12b). These results demonstrate that PEGDME-50 could
concurrently stabilize Zn anodes and cathodes, enabling durable Zn metal batteries at
various temperatures.
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Figure 4.21 The self-discharge performance of Zn/V2O5 full cells at (a-c) 0 °C and (df) 50 °C in PEGDME-0 and PEGDME-50.

Figure 4.22 The discharge/charge curves (between 1.4 and 2.1 V) of Zn/LiMn2O4 full
cells in PEGDME-0 and PEGDME-50 at 150 mA/g.
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Figure 4.23 Illustration of thermal instability of Zn metal anodes in PEGDME-0 and
highly improved stability in PEGDME-50. For PEGDME-0, low temperature causes
accelerated dendrite growth and high one renders rampant side reactions.
Multifunctional PEGDME-50 is proposed to enable stable wide-temperature Zn metal
batteries.
4.3 Summary
We explore Zn deposition/stripping behavior under thermal extremes and reveal that
unstable Zn plating/stripping roots in the exacerbated dendrite growth and side
reactions (Figure 4.23). These revealed temperature-induced challenges could be
regarded as explicit guidelines for stabilizing Zn deposition/stripping under thermal
extremes. For instance, we show here the primary issue associated with the performance
of Zn metal anode at high temperatures is the parasitic reactions instead of dendrite
formation. A multifunctional oligomer PEGDME is then proposed as competitivesolvent to circumvent these issues over a wide temperature range. The complementary
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experimental and theoretical results demonstrate the following assets of the competitive
solvent: First, its preferential surface adsorption to water molecules on Zn metal could
restrain dendrite formation and corrosion. Besides, it could re-construct HBs with water
and participate in the solvation structure of Zn2+, which respectively weaken both
water/water and water/Zn2+ interaction for alleviating parasitic reactions even at high
temperatures. As a result, Zn dendrite-free morphologies and a remarkably prolonged
lifetime of more than 1600 h are achieved with PEGDME-50 at 0, 25 and 50 °C.
Furthermore, the deceased water activities in PEGDME-50 lead to the suppressed
dissolution of cathode and expanded electrochemical window, hence realizing Zn/V2O5
batteries over a wide temperature range from -15 to 65 °C and stable high-voltage
Zn/LiMn2O4 batteries at elevated temperatures. This work not only offers a
fundamental understanding of the Zn deposition/stripping behavior under thermal
extremes but also provides an avenue for constructing reliable wide-temperature Zn
metal batteries by manipulating the electrode/electrolyte interface and solvation
chemistry interface and solvation.
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Chapter 5.

Unraveling the rate-dependent stability of

metal anodes and its implication in designing cycling protocol
In chapters 3 and 4, Zn nucleation is controlled with the optimized electrolyte
formations. In this chapter, we develop a simple pulsed cycling protocol to achieve
homogenous Zn nucleation and deposition.
5.1 Introduction
To reveal the dendrite formation mechanism, several models have been proposed based
on complementary theoretical and experimental results.48-51 Among them, a spacecharge model developed by Chazalviel has been widely accepted to elucidate the
dendrite initiation.48 It is found that the dendrites appear when the cation concentration
drops to zero in the vicinity of the electrode at a certain time, which is called Sand’s
1

time (τ).53,54 The τ is inversely proportional to J2 (τ ∝ J2). Here J is applied current
densities (or current rates in batteries). The equation shows that higher J decreases τ,
thus promoting the dendrite growth and causing poor cycle life, which has been widely
observed in previous studies.47,98,195-197 However, recent research on Li/K metal anodes
observe a distinct regime for dendrite evolution at high J (> 9 and 1.5 mA/cm2
respectively for Li and K), which leads to smoother metal deposition and improved
cycle performance compared with the lower one.198,199 Enhanced cycle performance
under high J is also reported in Zn metal anodes most recently.200 The beneficial role
of J may root in the increased nucleation sites, as demonstrated in the early work by
Cui’s group.201 These observations indicate the effect of J on the stability of metal
electrodes is not straightforward, but a systematic study has lacked with the underlying
mechanism elusive.
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To unravel the current rate (J) dependent stability of metal electrodes, we adopt
Zn metal anode in the aqueous electrolyte as a model system firstly in this study to
avoid the potential interference from solid electrolyte interphases (SEIs). It shows that
neither high (up to 30 mA/cm2) nor low J (down to 0.04 mA/cm2) benefits the cycle
life. Instead, a medium J of 5 mA/cm2 gives rise to the best cyclic stability of 1600 h.
We reveal that this surprising plating/stripping stability at moderate J is originated from
the double-edged J (adverse kinetic and beneficial thermodynamic characteristics). On
1

the one hand, the high J reduces τ (τ ∝ J2 ) because of rapid electrode surface’ ion
depletion, which deteriorates the cyclic stability. On the other hand, high J implies a
1

fast nucleation rate (νn, νn ∝ exp(− Log2J) ). This would help realize uniform Zn
deposition at the initial stage. Based on these discoveries, an initial high J (IHJ) cycling
protocol is proposed to increase nucleation sites and suppress dendrite growth. As a
result, Zn metal anodes could stably run for 2500 h with IHJ (compared to 303 h without
IHJ) at 1 mA/cm2 for 1 mAh/cm2. Furthermore, this strategy is readily extended to
Li/Na/K metal anodes for realizing stable Li/Na/K plating/stripping.
5.2 Results and discussion
5.2.1. Anomalously pattern between Zn deposition/stripping lifetime and J
To figure out the relationship between lifetime and J, we systematically collect Zn
deposition/stripping performance over a wide J range from 0.04 to 30 mA/cm2 under
three cycling capacities (1, 3 and 5 mAh/cm2). Lifetime refers to the stable operation
time during the metal anode deposition/stripping process in the symmetric cells.202-204
The electrolyte is 2 M ZnSO4 without any modification unless otherwise stated.
Detailed voltage versus time profiles is displayed in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2 and Figure
5.3. Surprisingly, lifetime shows a similar but unusual trend with rising J under all
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tested cycling capacities. The statistical graphs (Figure 5.4) show the cycle life
decreases first and then increases to the largest value when the J value climbs. Further
increase in the J results in the rapid reduction of the lifespan. Taking the cells with a
cycling capacity of 1 mAh/cm2 as an example, deteriorative stability is observed over
two J ranges (from 0.04 to 0.2 mA/cm2 and between 5 and 30 mA/cm2). By contrast,
improved stability is realized as J rises from 0.2 to 5 mA/cm2. Consequently, an optimal
lifetime of 1600 h at 5 mA/cm2 is observed.

Figure 5.1 Detailed voltage profiles of Zn/Zn cells at various J under a cycling capacity
of 1 mAh/cm2.

Figure 5.2 Detailed voltage profiles of Zn/Zn cells at various J under a cycling capacity
of 3 mAh/cm2.
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Figure 5.3 Detailed voltage profiles of Zn/Zn cells at various J under a cycling capacity
of 5 mAh/cm2.

Figure 5.4 Statistical graphs of cycle life versus J of Zn/Zn cells under cycling
capacities of (a) 1 mAh/cm2, (b) 3 mAh/cm2 and (c) 5 mAh/cm2. As known, the higher
cycling capacity renders the deteriorative dendrite growth due to the increased
deposition/stripping time for each cycle. The increased cycling capacity leads to a
higher optimum value of J, which should be due to decreased deposition/stripping time
for each cycle at higher J, inhibiting the dendrite growth and prolonging the lifetime.
Furthermore, we examine the cycle life in Cu/Zn cells by using Cu foil as the
working electrode to better reflect the initial Zn deposition effect (Figure 5.5), and in
Zn/Zn cells with a changed electrolyte (2 M Zn(ClO4)2) to investigate the influence of
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electrolyte composition (Figure 5.6). The results indicate the alike J-lifetime
relationship as those in Zn/Zn cells (2 M ZnSO4), demonstrating the universality of this
phenomenon in Zn metal anodes. Such a complex correlation has never been fully
revealed.

Figure 5.5 (a-i) Detailed voltage profiles of Cu/Zn cells at various J under a cycling
capacity of 1 mAh/cm2. (j) The corresponding statistical graph of cycle life versus J.
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Figure 5.6 (a-j) Detailed voltage profiles of Zn/Zn cells at various J under a cycling
capacity of 3 mAh/cm2 in 2 M Zn(ClO4)2 electrolyte. (k) The corresponding statistical
graph of cycle life versus J.
5.2.2. Theoretical kinetic and thermodynamic roles of J
To elucidate the underlying science behind this distinct trend, we theoretically evaluate
the impact of J. From kinetic considerations, it is well known that τ is dependent on J
by the following equation 5.1205:
τ = πD (

Zc eCo 2
2Jta

(Equation 5.1)

)

where τ is the Sand’s time (i.e., time of dendrite initiation), D is the diffusion coefficient,
Zc is the cationic charge number, e is the electronic charge, C0 is the bulk electrolyte
concentration, ta represents the anionic transference number. In our battery system, this
equation could be simplified into τ ∝

1
J2

because other parameters are irrelevant to J.
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Therefore, higher J renders short τ (Figure 5.7a), prompting dendrite growth and cells
deterioration. This represents J’ kinetic characteristic determining the cycle time of Zn
metal anodes.
Thermodynamics is the other critical factor for controlling dendrite formation206.
Gibbs free energy for nucleation could be calculated by summing its bulk free energy
and surface free energy (see Figure 5.7 for details).50 According to classical nucleation
theory, nucleation rate (νn) and critical radius (rc) to form a thermodynamically stable
nucleus are related to overpotential () as follows207:
1

(Equation 5.2)

νn ∝ exp(− η2 )
1

(Equation 5.3)

rc ∝ |η|

Then, we obtain the relationship between  and J through testing rate performance of
Zn/Zn cells (Figure 5.7c). It is shown that η ∝ logJ ((Figure 5.7d), which agrees well
with Butler-Volmer derivation.208. Thus, equations 5.2 and 5.3 can be expressed as
follows:
1

(Equation 5.4)

νn ∝ exp(− Log2J)
1

(Equation 5.5)

rc ∝ |LogJ|

Therefore, large J would increase the νn to initiate abundant nuclei with small size
(reduced rc) (Figure 5.7b).201,209 This effect could also be explained from the energy
barrier point of view. Particularly, the nucleation phenomenon is not a spontaneous
process, and additional energy is required to overcome the barrier.210 Low J means a
small applied extra energy, so nuclei are preferentially formed at a few sites with low
energy barriers, such as crystalline defects and grain boundaries.186,211 On the contrary,
extra energy at higher J enables nuclei at high energy barrier positions, increasing the
nucleation seeds. It is well recognized that ample nuclei could suppress dendrite growth
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and stabilize Zn metal anodes. Therefore, we conjecture that high J should be a doubleedged sword according to the above theoretical analysis. It renders short τ from the
kinetic side, leading to an unfavorable effect on stability, as widely accepted in the
community. Nevertheless, the large J could boost nucleus density from the
thermodynamic standpoint and provide a critical yet commonly overlooked role for
regulating uniform Zn deposition. The competing roles of J result in the relative
maximum stability at a moderate J, which balances the nucleation rates and dendrite
growth.

Figure 5.7 Theoretical correlation between (a) τ/νn and J, and (b) rc and J. ΔGn =
−

4π 3
r ΔGv
3

+ 4πr 2 γ, where ΔGN and ΔGV are respectively free energy for nucleation

and free energy change per volume, γ relates to the surface tension between nuclei and
electrolyte. ΔGV could be further expressed as: ΔGv = −

nF|η|
Vm

, where n is cationic

charge number, F is the Faraday’s constant, η is overpotential, Vm is the molar volume.
Then, we can deduce rc to form a thermodynamically stable nucleus as follows: rc =
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2γVm

k

. In addition, νn could be expressed as: νn = exp(− η2 ), where k is nucleation
nF|η|

constant. (c) Rate performance of Zn/Zn cell over a wide J range from 0.04 to 30
mA/cm2. (d) The proportional relationship between overpotential and Log J. We obtain
the relationship between  and J in our battery system through theoretical derivation
and experimental rate performance of Zn/Zn cells (Figures 5.7c and d). According to
−βnFη

(1−β)nFη

RT

RT

the Butler-Volmer equation208: J = J0 [exp (

) − exp (

) ], where J0 is the

exchange current density which depends on the nature of electrode, β is the cathodic
charge transfer coefficient, R is the universal gas constant and T is the absolute
temperature. During Zn deposition (reduction process), the corresponding oxidation
reaction could be neglected. Thus, Butler-Volmer equation can be written as: J =
−βnFη

2.3RT

RT

βF

J0 exp (

) or η =

J

log J . The relationship between η and J is thus as follow:
0

η ∝ logJ.
5.2.3. Experimental verification of underlying mechanism
According to the classic nucleation theory, there are two models for nucleation
mechanism, i.e., instantaneous and progressive.212,213 The instantaneous model
indicates all nucleation sites are simultaneously activated at the initial deposition
process. Zn ions are then deposited on these nuclei in the following growth. In contrast,
the progressive model suggests that new nuclei are continuously formed accompanying
the Zn growth. Nucleation overpotentials are obtained at both Cu and Zn electrodes to
evaluate the Zn nucleation process. As shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9a, an initial
voltage tip (corresponding to nucleation) and a subsequent voltage plateau
(corresponding to growth) are observed regardless of the substrates at all the tested J.
This indicates the nucleation model should be instantaneous instead of progressive.201
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Figure 5.8 Nucleation overpotentials of (a) Zn/Zn and (b) Cu/Zn cells at various J.

Figure 5.9 Instantaneous nucleation pattern and experimental correlation between νn
and J. (a) Nucleation overpotentials of Cu/Zn cells at various J. (b) Non-dimensional
plots of experimental current-time transients with theoretical curves for 3D
instantaneous and progressive nucleation. AFM images of Zn nucleation on HOPG
electrode (0.05 mAh/cm2) at (c) 0.2 mA/cm2 and (d) 5 mA/cm2.
Furthermore, the chronoamperometry (CA) test is carried out to obtain currenttime curves under various overpotentials (Figure 5.10), which is then analyzed by the
Scharifker and Hills (SH) model to precisely distinguish nucleation mechanism.214
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Based on this model, instantaneous nucleation (equation 5.6) and progressive
nucleation (equation 5.7) are respectively described by:
J2
J2max
J2
J2max

t

= 1.9542 ( max
) [1 − exp (−1.2564 t
t

t
max

)]

t2

t

= 1.2254 ( max
) [1 − exp (−2.3367 t2 )]
t

2

Equation 5.6

2

Equation 5.7

max

where Jmax represents maximum current density during the CA test and tmax is the
corresponding time. The above theoretical curves for 3D instantaneous and progressive
nucleation are plotted and compared with the experimental current–time transients
(Figure 5.9b and Figure 5.11). The experimental Zn nucleation process is relatively
close to theoretical response for 3D instantaneous nucleation at all measured
overpotentials, which agrees with nucleation overpotential results and previous studies
in conventional Zn electrodeposition.215,216 The deviation of experimental value from
perfect instantaneous model prediction is probably originated from hydrogen evolution
reaction (HER) during Zn deposition,217,218 which would provide an additional cathodic
current.218
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Figure 5.10 Chronoamperometry under various overpotentials using three-electrode
system. Pt (diameter of 2 mm) is employed as a working electrode, and Zn metal
(diameter of 12 mm) and Hg/Hg2SO4 (diameter of 5 mm) are respectively used as
counter and reference electrodes.
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Figure 5.11 Non-dimensional plots of experimental current-time transients (green
curves) with theoretical curves for 3D instantaneous (bule curves) and progressive
(black curves) nucleation at under various overpotentials.
To corroborate the proposed hypothesis for correlation between νn and J, we
compare the nucleation morphologies under low (0.2 mA/cm2) and high (5 mA/cm2)
current rates. A small amount of Zn (0.05 mAh/cm2) is deposited on a highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) electrode for clear visualization under an atomic force
microscope (AFM). Sparse and large nuclei are observed in the low J (Figure 5.9c),
while plenty of small Zn particles are presented when a high J is applied (Figure 5.9d).
The results support well the theoretical predictions where large J promotes the
formation of dense Zn nuclei. A systematic study is conducted on Zn and Cu electrodes
under a wide J range to explore the substrate effect (Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13). Again,
the number of Zn nuclei increases, and their size becomes smaller on both Cu and Zn
electrodes as J rises, proving this behavior is independent of substrate materials. For
example, bare electrode surface is found at 0.04 mA/cm2 on the Cu electrode due to
scattered and huge Zn nuclei. With the same deposition amount, the electrode surface
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is entirely covered by tiny Zn nuclei under a higher J of 5 mA/cm2, confirming uniform
nucleation could be achieved at higher J.

Figure 5.12 Morphological characterization of Zn deposition (0.002 mAh/cm2) on Cu
electrodes at various J. The scale bars for top and bottom one in each figure are
respectively 10 and 1 μm.

Figure 5.13 Morphological characterization of Zn deposition (0.002 mAh/cm2) on Zn
electrodes at various J. The scale bars for top and bottom one in each figure are
respectively 10 and 1 μm.
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To assess the effect of J for subsequent Zn growth, which is mainly determined by
the kinetics-related Sand’s time (τ), the deposition capacity is increased to 1 mAh/cm2
on both Cu and Zn electrodes. We observe that a large proportion of Cu electrodes is
still bare at 0.04 mA/cm2 (Figure 5.14). According to the instantaneous nucleation
model confirmed before, Zn metal is preferentially deposited on the rare initial Zn
nuclei, forming protrusions with a rough surface. On the contrary, a smooth and
uniform Zn metal layer is achieved at 5 mA/cm2, ascribed to the rich nucleation seeds
that guide subsequent Zn deposition. Nevertheless, the surface structure is degraded
when the J reaches 20 mA/cm2. The large J leads to a short τ, which is the main reason
for the deteriorative growth at 20 mA/cm2 compared with 5 mA/cm2 despite increased
nucleation sites. The comparable phenomenon is also detected on the Zn electrode in
Zn/Zn cells (Figure 5.15).

Figure 5.14 Morphological characterization of Zn deposition (1 mAh/cm2) on Cu
electrodes at various J. The scale bars for top and bottom one in each figure are
respectively 200 and 10 μm.

Figure 5.15 Morphological characterization of Zn deposition (1 mAh/cm2) on Zn metal
anodes at various J. The scale bars for top and bottom one in each figure are respectively
200 and 5 μm.
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5.2.4. Developing an IHJ concept to improve the stability of Zn metal anodes.
Knowing that uniform Zn nuclei could be realized at higher J, we move forward to
propose a well-designed discharge/charge protocol for elongating cycle life. Concretely,
a short burst at high J is applied at the initial deposition process for generating ample
nuclei. Then, cells return to operation at standard (low) J. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of initial high J (IHJ) approach, cycle life is tested and compared in both
Zn/Zn and Cu/Zn cells without and with IHJ. As shown in Figure 5.16, at 0.2 mA/cm2
for 1 mAh/cm2, cell without IHJ suffers from short circuit after ~200 h, which should
be ascribed to uneven deposition induced by rare nuclei. When two similar IHJ patterns
(5 mA/cm2 and 10 mA/cm2 for 0.05 mAh/cm2) are employed in cells, the stability is
dramatically increased to 1900 h, verifying the superiority of this protocol. We further
test cells at higher normal J of 1 mA/cm2 under the same cycling capacity of 1 mAh/cm2
(Figure 5.17a). Delightedly, highly improved performance is still achieved with IHJ.
For example, it is found that IHJ (5 mA/cm2 for 0.05 mAh/cm2) approach enables ultrastable operation for 2500 h at 1 mA/cm2, which is much better than ~300 h without IHJ.
Zn deposition/stripping stability is highly dependent on the operating time of IHJ.
Fixing IHJ at 5 mA/cm2, insufficient enhancement is observed under 0.0027 mAh cm2

compared with 0.05 and 0.2 mAh cm-2 probably due to the scarce nucleation seeds

(Figure 5.18). It is noteworthy that such remarkable enhancements surpass the
performance of most previous reports,219 indicating the excellent availability of IHJ
method. In addition, similar improvements persist with IHJ at a higher cycling capacity
of 3 mAh/cm2 (Figure 5.19).
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Figure 5.16 (a) The cycle performance of Zn/Zn cells without (top one) and with IHJ
(middle one: 5 mA/cm2 for 0.05 mAh/cm2 and bottom one: 10 mA/cm2 for 0.05
mAh/cm2) at 0.2 mA/cm2 for 1 mAh/cm2. Detailed plating/stripping curves of certain
cycles for (b) middle one and (c) bottom one in Figure 5.16a.

Figure 5.17 An IHJ approach for prolonged cycle performance. (a) The cycle
performance of Zn/Zn cells without and with IHJ (5 mA/cm2 for 0.05 mAh/cm2) at 1
mA/cm2 for 1 mAh/cm2 and detailed plating/stripping curves (inset). Morphological
characterization of first Zn deposition at 1 mA/cm2 for 1 mAh/cm2 on Zn metal anode
(b) without and (c) with IHJ (5 mA/cm2 for 0.05 mAh/cm2). The scale bars for left and
right ones in each figure are respectively 200 and 5 μm.
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Figure 5.18 The cycle performance of Zn/Zn cells with IHJ (5 mA/cm2 for 0.0027
mAh/cm2, 5 mA/cm2 for 0.2 mAh/cm2, 10 mA/cm2 for 0.05 mAh/cm2) at 1 mA/cm2 for
1 mAh/cm2.

Figure 5.19 (a) The cycle performance of Zn/Zn cells without and with IHJ (5 mA/cm2
for 0.05 mAh/cm2) at 1 mA/cm2 and 3 mAh/cm2 and (b) detailed plating/stripping
curves of certain cycles with IHJ.
Furthermore, this approach is suitable for Cu/Zn cells and Zn/AC full cells (Figure
5.20), manifesting its universality and considerable potential for practical application.
The working mechanism of IHJ should be as follows: the abundant nuclei formed at
high J help regulate subsequent deposition at standard J, generating a smooth Zn metal
layer. This is confirmed by SEM images without/with IHJ (Figures 5.17b and c and
Figure 5.21). Nonuniform and porous Zn bulges are detected on the deposition layer
without IHJ at both 0.04 and 1 mA/cm2, while flat and dense Zn deposition is observed
with IHJ.
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Figure 5.20 (a) The CE performance of Cu/Zn cells without and with IHJ (5 mA/cm2
for 0.05 mAh/cm2) at 1 mA/cm2 for 1 mAh/cm2. Corresponding detailed
plating/stripping curves of (b) without and (c) with IHJ. (d) The cycle performance of
Zn/AC full cells without and with IHJ (5 mA/cm2 for 0.05 mAh/cm2) at 1 mA/cm2 for
1 mAh/cm2. Corresponding detailed discharge/charge curves (e) without and (f) with
IHJ. The mass loading of AC cathodes is ~18.4 mg/cm2 and the corresponding capacity
is ~1 mAh/cm2.

Figure 5.21 Morphological characterization of first Zn deposition (at 0.04 mA/cm2 for
1 mAh/cm2) on Zn metal anode (a) without and (b) with IHJ (5 mA/cm2 for 0.05
mAh/cm2). The scale bars for top and bottom one in each figure are respectively 200
and 5 μm.
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5.2.5. Universality of IHJ approach for Li/Na/K metal anodes
To explore the broader application of our concept, we investigate the deposition
behavior of Li/Na/K metal anodes without/with IHJ. These three metals are promising
anodes for high-energy-density batteries, but they also suffer from the notorious issue
of dendrite growth.173,220 AFM images of 1 mAh/cm2 Li deposition are collected to
evaluate the effect of IHJ. The Li deposition is rough and nonuniform at 0.5 mA/cm2
without IHJ (Figure 5.22a). Its average roughness (Ra) is as high as 745 nm, attributed
to deficient Li nuclei (Figure 5.23b). By contrast, assisted by abundant Li nuclei
triggered at the IHJ (5 mA/cm2 for 0.05 mAh/cm2) (Figure 5.23c), the morphology
becomes smoother and more uniform (Figure 5.22b): Ra value decreases to 479 nm.
Thus, it is expected that an enhanced lifetime could be realized with IHJ. As shown in
Figure 5.22c and Figure 5.24, in contrast to the short circuit that occurred in Li metal
anodes after 790 h in the absence of IHJ at 0.5 mA/cm2 for 1 mAh/cm2, cells could
stably run for 2100 h with two similar IHJ (5 mA/cm2 and 8 mA/cm2 for 0.05 mAh/cm2)
in the same testing condition. Pushing to a higher normal J of 1 mA/cm2, IHJ still
provides three-fold improvement for plating/stripping lifetime (Figure 5.25). IHJ
approach could also benefit the Na and K metal anodes (Figure 5.26 and Figure 5.22d).
Specifically, stable Na deposition/stripping process with much smoother voltage
profiles could be realized in the presence of IHJ. Turing to the K metal anodes, IHJ (1
mA/cm2 for 0.05 mAh/cm2) could increase the stability from ~270 h to 1300 h at 0.25
mA/cm2 for 1 mAh/cm2 using highly corrosive carbonate electrolyte. According to the
previous studies, self-heating-induced healing of Li and K dendrites would be
respectively triggered when current densities are higher than 8 and 1.5 mA/cm2.198, 199
Thus, to avoid the interference of self-healing, the current densities lower than these
values are employed at IHJ process for Li/K anodes. Besides, such phenomenon is not
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reported on Zn anode due possibly to the higher melting point of Zn than Li/K metal.
Noteworthily, the performance of our approach for Li/K metal anodes is comparable to
the previous works221-223 without resorting to electrolyte and electrode modification. In
short, the IHJ approach could be easily applied to Li/Na/K metal anodes.

Figure 5.22 Improved electrochemical performance of Li/K metal anodes with IHJ.
The electrolytes for Li/Li and K/K cells are respectively 1 M LiTFSI in DOL/DME and
1 M KFSI in EC/DMC. AFM images of Li deposition (1 mAh/cm2) on Li electrode (a)
without and (b) with IHJ (5 mA/cm2 for 0.05 mAh/cm2) at 0.5 mA/cm2. (c) The cycle
performance of Li/Li cells without and with IHJ (5 mA/cm2 for 0.05 mAh/cm2) at 0.5
mA/cm2 for 1 mAh/cm2 and detailed plating/stripping curves of certain cycles. (d) The
cycle performance of K/K cells without and with IHJ (1 mA/cm2 for 0.05 mAh/cm2) at
0.25 mA/cm2 for 1 mAh/cm2 and detailed plating/stripping curves of certain cycles.
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Figure 5.23 AFM images of (a) pristine Li metal, Li nucleation (0.05 mAh/cm2) on Li
electrode at (b) 0.5 mA/cm2 and (c) 5 mA/cm2.

Figure 5.24 The cycle performance of Li/Li cells with IHJ (8 mA/cm2 for 0.05
mAh/cm2) at 0.5 mA/cm2 and 1 mAh/cm2 and detailed plating/stripping curves of
certain cycles.

Figure 5.25 (a) The cycle performance of Li/Li cells without (top one) and with IHJ
(middle one: 5 mA/cm2 for 0.05 mAh/cm2 and bottom one: 8 mA/cm2 for 0.05
mAh/cm2) at 1 mA/cm2 and 1 mAh/cm2. Detailed plating/stripping curves of certain
cycles for (b) middle one and (c) bottom one in Figure 5.25a.
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Figure 5.26 The cycle performance of Na/Na cells without and with IHJ (2 mA/cm2
for 0.05 mAh/cm2) at 0.5 mA/cm2 for 1 mAh/cm2. We adopt the classical carbonate
electrolyte, i.e., 1 M NaPF6 in EC/PC, where stable cycling of Na metal remains a grand
challenge.
5.3. Summary
We explore the double-edged effects of J on cyclic stability through complementary
theoretical analysis and experimental investigation. On the one hand, high J brings
about instability through decreasing τ based on the well-known kinetic role of J. On the
other hand, it could provide large nucleation overpotential and increase nucleation sites
from a thermodynamic point of view based on the experimental observations,
contributing to enhanced stability. Based on these findings, a IHJ concept is then
developed to form sufficient nuclei at a high J for guiding subsequent Zn deposition at
a standard (lower) J. The inclusion of IHJ could effectively improve the cycle life of
Zn metal anodes from 303 h to 2500 h. Furthermore, the strategy with broader utility is
easily employed in Li (790 h without IHJ and 2100 h with IHJ) and K (270 h without
IHJ and 1300 h with IHJ) metal anodes. This work would provide fresh insights into
the effect of J on metal anodes plating/stripping process and boost the development of
stable metal batteries by simply manipulating discharge/charge protocols.
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Chapter 6.

Realizing high-power and high-capacity Zn

metal anodes through separator modification
The above three chapters mainly focus on regulating the Zn nucleation, with little
attention to Zn growth. The dendritic growth of Zn is inherently unavoidable since the
process is thermodynamically and kinetically favorable. In view of that, this chapter
aims to demonstrate how to resolve the inevitably formed Zn dendrite upon growth.
6.1 Introduction
Constructing advanced electrode/electrolyte and separator/electrolyte interfaces are
also regarded as an effective approach to stabilize Zn metal anodes through controlling
the Zn deposition behavior.78,89,95,98,113,156,194,224-227 For example, Kang’s group reports
that an indium layer coated Zn metal anode could bring about the uniform Zn2+ flux
and anti-corrosion capability,98 thus enabling a running lifetime of ~500 h at 1 mA/cm2
and 1 mAh/cm2. Recently, vertical graphene is introduced into the separator to
effectively homogenize electric field distribution and Zn2+ flux,227 which suppresses the
Zn dendrite growth and realizes improved cycle life of ~80 h (5 mA/cm2, 5 mAh/cm2)
and ~600 h (10 mA/cm2, 1 mAh/cm2).
Despite these exciting progress, achieving long-term cyclic stability for Zn
plating/stripping remains a great challenge, especially at simultaneous high current
density (>5 mA/cm2) and large cycling capacity (>5 mAh/cm2).228 At present, most of
the reported works stabilize Zn metal anodes through suppressing the Zn dendrite
growth. However, the formation of Zn dendrites is inherently unavoidable, notably at
rigorous testing conditions, since such a process is thermodynamically and kinetically
favorable.186,229 Therefore, it is highly desirable to develop a novel strategy that could
not only restrain the Zn dendrite initiation but also eliminate inevitably formed Zn
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dendrites. Herein, we construct a metallic Sn-coated separator (Sn-coated separator) via
magnetron sputtering to stabilize Zn metal anodes. The highly conductive Sn coating
with excellent zincophilicity could help homogenize Zn2+ flux and meanwhile
manipulate the growth direction of Zn metal. Thanks to these synergetic effects,
dramatically improved cycle life of 1000 h (5 mA/cm2, 5 mAh/cm2) and 500 h (10
mA/cm2, 10 mAh/cm2) are realized on Zn/Zn symmetric cells. Furthermore, we
demonstrate that the approach could be readily extended to Na/K metal anodes for
enabling safe and high-performance Na/K metal batteries.
6.2 Results and discussion
6.2.1 Mechanism of controllable dendrite growth
We propose using separators modified with conductive and zincophilic coatings to
build smooth Zn deposition on both anode and separator, which helps stabilize Zn metal
anodes at high current densities and large cycling capacities. A nonuniform electric
field distribution commonly exists due to the concentrated electric field on the pores of
pristine separator.230 The introduction of the conductive layer on the separator is
expected to homogenize the electric field between the separator and the anode due to
the equipotential surface of the conductor.231,232 The excellent zinc affinity of the
coating would be beneficial to facilitating the uniform transport of Zn2+ towards the
anode under the homogeneous electric field.233,234 Effect of the conductive coating on
electric field distribution is simulated by the finite element method (Figure 6.1). As
shown in Figure 6.2a, the electric field intensity on the pores of pristine separator is
obviously higher than that of the adjacent cellulose skeletons, which would give rise to
severely nonuniform Zn deposition on the anode. Such preferential Zn deposition
further evolves into Zn dendrites through the self-amplification mechanism, eventually
causing the internal short circuit of cells (Figure 6.2c). On the contrary, a uniform
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electric field is observed after introducing the conductive layer on the separator due to
its equipotential surface (Figure 6.2b). Notably, such enhancement is applied for the
region where the Sn coating is not in contact with the anode (Figure 6.3). The
zincophilic nature of the coating would help generate the homogenous Zn2+ flux under
this uniform electric field, in turn enabling a smooth Zn deposition on the anode.
Meanwhile, within the region where Sn coating is in contact with Ti current collector,
a highly zincophilicity coating layer will trigger the concurrent Zn deposition on the
separator (Figure 6.2d).85,235 Upon cycling, the Zn depositions from the anode and the
separator will meet and merge, enabling a compact morphology. Furthermore, the
direction of Zn growth changes from perpendicular to parallel to the separator, which
prevents it from piercing through the separator.

Figure 6.1 Finite element method (FEM) models for (a) pristine separator and (b)
modified separator. Finite element method (FEM) conducted by Ansys was adapted to
simulate the electric field distribution with the pristine separator and the
conductive/zincophilic separator (Sn-coated separator). The pristine separator was
modeled as a sieve plate with a thickness of 3.8 μm, which was composed of rectangular
channels with an aperture of 1.0 μm and a hole spacing of 1.0 μm. The potential
difference between cathode and anode was set as 0.1 V. The electrical conductivity of
anode/cathode and separator was 5.81×107 and 1.00×10-7 S m-1, respectively. The
electrical conductivity of Sn and electrolyte was 9.17×105 and 1.00 S m-1, respectively.
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Figure 6.2 Theoretical calculation and protection mechanism of the modified separator.
(a) Electric field distribution with the pristine separator. (b) Electric field distribution
in the non-contact region of the modified separator and the anode. (c) Schematic
illustration of Zn deposition with the pristine separator. (d) Schematic illustration of Zn
deposition in the contact region of the modified separator and the anode.

Figure 6.3 Two situations for modified separator during Zn deposition. There are two
areas between the anode and modified separator, one is non-contact areas (situation 1)
and the other is contact areas (situation 2). For situation 1, the uniform electric field
distribution is achieved due to the equipotential surface of conductive layer (as shown
in Figure 6.2b). Therefore, Zn metal could be evenly deposited on anode during Zn
deposition. For situation 2, Zn metal would be preferentially deposited on modified
separator due to its better zincophilicity than anode during Zn deposition (Figure 6.2d),
which avoids the short circuit caused by Zn growth at anode tips.
6.2.2 Screening and fabrication of appropriate coatings on the separator
Based on the above-proposed mechanism, a superior coating on separator should meet
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the following requirements: (1) Be water-insoluble and has a higher redox potential
than Zn metal to avoid electrochemical oxidation; (2) Possess zincophilic nature for
attracting Zn2+ to coating/electrolyte interface; (3) Have a decent electric conductivity
to yield an equipotential surface and provide electrons for reducing Zn2+ into Zn. Thus,
inherently conductive metals with applicable redox potential and favorable
zincophilicity would be promising coating candidates. To screen the ideal metal
elements, we compare the zincophilicity of various metals with eligible redox potentials,
including Sn, Ag, Bi, and Sb. Metal slurries are cast on Ti foils to fabricate
corresponding metal-modified Ti foils (denoted as metal-Ti) to investigate their
zincophilicity. The value of nucleation overpotential (η) is used to evaluate the
zincophilicity of these species. η is calculated according to the potential difference
between the voltage tip and subsequent stable voltage.173 As shown in Figure 6.4a and
Figure 6.5a, η of the bare Ti current collector is 44 mV. The Sn-Ti current collector
presents the lowest η of 8 mV among these metals, followed by Ag-Ti (16 mV), Bi-Ti
(19 mV), and Sb-Ti (49 mV). Therefore, the Sn element will be an optimal candidate
to prepare the high-quality coating on the separator. To figure out the reason of the
excellent affinity between Sn and Zn, the electrochemical behavior of Sn-Ti/Zn cell is
investigated. Firstly, the cyclic voltammetry (CV) curve of Sn-Ti/Zn cell between 0.01
and 0.6 V is collected to show whether there are any alloy reactions between them. A
cathodic peak at ~0.28 V and two anodic peaks at 0.38 and 0.47 V are observed (Figure
6.4b and Figure 6.5b), which should be assigned to the alloying and dealloying between
Sn and Zn. The discharge curve of the Sn-Ti/Zn cell is collected at 0.08 mA/cm2 (the
cut-off voltage is 0.01 V) and it could deliver a discharge capacity of 21 mAh/g (based
on the mass of Sn) (Figure 6.4c), which further confirms the alloy reaction and explains
the superb affinity between Zn and Sn.236 The alloy reaction results in the XRD peak
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shift of pristine Sn to a lower angle after discharge (Figure 6.5c). Furthermore, the XPS
spectra of pristine and discharged Sn also reveal the alloy reaction (Figure 6.4d). The
formation of Zn-Sn alloy alters the electronic states of Sn, bringing about a downshift
of the Sn 3d5/2 peak from 487.6 eV for the pristine one to 486.6 eV after discharge.237,
238

Meanwhile, a new Zn 2p5/2 peak at 1022.2 eV is detected in the discharged sample,

confirming the formation of Zn-Sn alloy.

Figure 6.4 The alloy reaction between Sn and Zn. (a) The nucleation overpotential of
Zn on Ti and Sn-Ti current collectors. (b) CV of Sn-Ti/Zn cell at a scan rate of 0.2
mV/s. (c) The galvanostatic discharge curve of Sn-Ti/Zn cell at 0.08 mA/cm2. (d) XPS
spectra of Sn 3d and Zn 2p for pristine and discharged Sn.

Figure 6.5 (a) The nucleation overpotentials of Ti, metal-Ti and SP-Ti current
collectors. (b) CV of Sn-Ti/Zn cell at a scan rate of 0.2 mV/s. (c) XRD spectra for
pristine Sn and after discharge.
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Magnetron sputtering is easy to handle and reproducible, allowing the precise
thickness control of the film at the nanoscale level (Figure 6.6).239 These characteristics
give it unparalleled advantages to prepare Sn-coated separator. We focus on the
modified separator with a sputtering time of 1 min because it has the best performance
in stabilizing Zn metal anodes. As seen from optical images (Figures 6.7a and b), a gray
Sn coating is constructed on the white pristine separator after sputtering. The average
mass loading of Sn coating is only ~0.06 mg/cm2, which is less than 3% of the pristine
separator (~2.14 mg/cm2), having a negligible impact on the energy density of the
battery. On the other hand, the low mass loading indicates a minor Zn consumed by the
alloy reaction, which hardly results in negative impact on Zn metal stability. The
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images show that the separator is uniformly
covered by Sn particles with an average diameter of ~60 nm. The peaks of Sn-coated
separator in XRD are assigned to tetragonal Sn (JCPDS#65-2631) (Figure 6.7c). The
stability of such Sn layer in the electrolyte is assessed through comparing the XPS and
Raman spectra of pristine Sn-coated separator with that after 20 cycles. It is observed
that the Sn metal on the separator is highly stable and resistant to oxidation in the
aqueous electrolyte (Figure 6.8). The η value of Ti/Zn cell with pristine and Sn-coated
separator are compared to demonstrate whether the Zn deposition could simultaneously
take place on the modified separator. As shown in Figure 6.7d, the Ti/Zn cell with Sncoated separator has a η of 28 mV, which is much lower than that using pristine one
(44 mV). Such a small η reflects that the Zn deposition should be initiated on the
zincophilic Sn-coated separator instead of the Ti current collector.
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Figure 6.6 AFM images of Sn-coated separator with different sputtering time, (a, e) 0.5
minute, (b, f) 1 minute, (c, g) 2 minutes and (d, h) 5 minutes. (i) The thickness and (j)
average roughness of Sn-coated separator with different sputtering time.

Figure 6.7 Characterization of Sn-coated separator. The SEM images of (a) pristine
separator and (b) Sn-coated separator with the corresponding optical photos in the
insets. (c) The XRD spectrum of Sn-coated separator. (d) The nucleation overpotential
of Ti/Zn cell with pristine separator and Sn-coated separator.
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Figure 6.8 The (a) XPS and (b) Raman spectra of pristine Sn-coated separator and after
20-cycle Sn-coated separator (CSn-coated separator). As shown in Figure 6.8a, the peak
position of Sn 3d5/2 in XPS spectrum shows negligible shift after cycling in the
electrolyte, confirming that the Sn layer on the separator is stable in the electrolyte.
This is further proved by Raman spectra where no new peaks are observed for the
cycled Sn-coated separators compared to the pristine Sn-coated separator (Figure 6.8b).
6.2.3 Morphologies of Zn deposition on the Sn-coated separator
The above results indicate that Zn would deposit on the Sn-coated separator. To confirm
this conjecture, SEM images of Ti current collector and Sn-coated separator retrieved
from cycled Ti/Zn cells are collected. Under a deposition capacity of 1 mAh/cm2, loose
structures with uneven Zn chaotic clusters are observed on Ti current collector using
the pristine separator (Figure 6.9a). With an increasing deposition capacity of 4
mAh/cm2, Zn maintains similar dreadful morphology with sharp tips presented (Figure
6.9b), which might pierce the separator upon cycling. Such notorious structures may
result from the inhomogeneous nucleation and deposition of Zn due to the uneven
electric field distribution, which inevitably forms at the pores of the separator (Figures
6.2a and c). The uneven deposition of Zn further evolves into Zn dendrites through self113

amplification mechanism. By contrast, the Ti current collector in the cell using Sncoated separator present a much improved Zn deposition behavior. Specifically, dense
and uniform Zn coatings are obtained under the capacity of both 1 mAh/cm2 and 4
mAh/cm2 (Figures 6.9c and d). The dendrite-free morphologies should be attributed to
the homogenous electric field enabled by the Sn coating on the separator, which agrees
well with the simulation results of the finite element method (Figure 6.2b). The
corresponding SEM images of Sn-coated separator verify that the Zn deposition could
be realized on the separator. A smooth layer of Zn is observed on the separator under a
deposition capacity of 1 mAh/cm2 (Figure 6.9e and Figure 6.10). Moreover, the Zn
deposition remains uniform at a higher deposition capacity (4 mAh/cm2) (Figure 6.9f).
Therefore, the Sn-coating enables the smooth Zn growth on both the separator and
current collector, which will merge at later stages to suppress the dendrite growth.

Figure 6.9 SEM images of the electrodes after Zn deposition at 1 mA/cm2. SEM images
of the electrodes after Zn deposition at 1 mA/cm2. Zn deposition on Ti current collector
using pristine separator with a cycling capacity of (a) 1 mAh/cm2 and (b) 4 mAh/cm2.
Zn deposition on Ti current collector using Sn-coated separator with a cycling capacity
of (c) 1 mAh/cm2 and (d) 4 mAh/cm2; Zn deposition on Sn-coated separator with a
cycling capacity of (e) 1 mAh/cm2 and (f) 4 mAh/cm2.
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Figure 6.10 EDS mappings of Sn and Zn elements of Zn deposition on Sn-coated
separator at 1 mA/cm2 with a cycling capacity of 1 mAh/cm2.
6.2.4 Electrochemical performance of Sn-coated separator for Zn metal batteries.
To elucidate the effect of Sn-coated separator, the cycling performance of Zn/Zn
symmetric cells using pristine and Sn-coated separator are evaluated. As shown in
Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12a, Zn/Zn cell with pristine separator suffers from sudden
voltage drop after ~900 h (1 mA/cm2 and 1 mAh/cm2) and ~250 h (2 mA/cm2 and 2
mAh/cm2), which is ascribed to a short circuit caused by the growth of Zn dendrites.
The more rapid cell failure is observed at higher current densities and cycling capacities
(Figures 6.12b and c). Concretely, the cells experience short circuits at ~170 h (5
mA/cm2 and 5 mAh/cm2) and ~80 h (10 mA/cm2 and 10 mAh/cm2). This is due to the
rampant dendrite growth induced by the local electric field intensity and depleted Zn2+
concentration at the electrode/electrolyte interface. In contrast, stable cycle life up to
4500 h and 3800 h with a stable overpotential is respectively realized in the cell with
Sn-coated separator at the condition of 1 mA/cm2 for 1 mAh/cm2 and 2 mA/cm2 for 2
mAh/cm2. Remarkably, Sn-coated separator enables steady cycling for 1000 h at 5
mA/cm2 for 5 mAh/cm2. An exceptional Zn plating/stripping life of 500 h could be
achieved at an extremely high current density of 10 mA/cm2 and cycling capacity of 10
mAh/cm2, indicating its excellent potential for practical use.
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Figure 6.11 The cycling performance of Zn/Zn cells using pristine separator and Sncoated separator tested at 1 mA/cm2 and 1 mAh/cm2.

Figure 6.12 The electrochemical performance of Zn metal batteries. The cycling
performance of Zn/Zn cells using pristine separator and Sn-coated separator tested at
(a) 2 mA/cm2 and 2 mAh/cm2, (b) 5 mA/cm2 and 5 mAh/cm2 and (c) 10 mA/cm2 and
10 mAh/cm2. (d) Comparison of cycling performance (cumulated capacity versus
cycling capacity) in this work and previously reported works (Vertical graphene
separator, Ref.227; Polyacrylonitrile separator, Ref.225; Reduced graphene oxide coated
Zn, Ref.240; Carbon-coated Zn, Ref.121; PVDF/TiO2 layer, Ref.241; ZnO coating, Ref.80;
Polyamide coating, Ref.78; Kaolin layer, Ref.156; Al2O3 coating, Ref.242; TiO2 coating,
Ref.157; Indium layer, Ref.98; MOF layer, Ref.224; CaCO3 coating, Ref.243;
Polyacrylamide separator, Ref.107).
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The cycle life of our work and previous reports is summarized in Table 6.1. It is
observed that symmetric batteries using Sn-coated separators have absolutely leading
cycling stability at multiple current densities and cycling capacities. To better compare
the cycling performance of symmetrical cells at different test conditions, the cumulative
capacity244 (current density × cycle life) versus the per-cycle areal capacity is plotted
Table 6.1 Summary of electrochemical performance of Zn plating/stripping behavior
through modifying interfacial layer.
Interfacial layer

J
(mA/cm2)

Sn-coated
separator

1
2
5
10

Cycling
capacity
(mAh/cm2)
1
2
5
10

5
10

5
1

75
600

375
6000

227

0.5

0.25

350

175

225

10

2

200

2000

240

10

1

100

1000

121

8.85

8.85

250

2212.5

241

5
0.5
10

1.25
0.25
10

500
8000
80

2500
4000
800

80

4.4

1.1

800

3520

156

1
1

1
1

500
150

500
150

242

1

1

500

500

98

0.5

0.5

700

350

224

0.25

0.05

836

209

243

1

1

460

460

245

Vertical
graphene-coated
separator
Polyacrylonitrile
separator
Reduced
graphene oxidecoated Zn
Carbon-coated
Zn
PVDF/TiO2coated Zn
ZnO-coated Zn
Polyamidecoated Zn
Kaolin-coated
Zn
Al2O3-coated Zn
TiO2-coated Zn
Indium-coated
Zn
MOF-coated Zn
CaCO3-coated
Zn
(001) facetTiO2-coated Zn
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Cycle life
(h)
4500
3800
1000
500

Cumulative
capacity
Ref.
(mAh/cm2)
4500
7600
This
5000
work
5000

78

157

in Figure 6.12d (based on the data summarized in Table 6.1). Figure 6.12d contains the
three key parameters of cycle life, current density and cycling capacity (per-cycle areal
capacity), which can provide a comprehensive picture of the electrochemical
performance of symmetric batteries. This work delivers a high cumulative capacity of
7600 mAh/cm2 (2 mA/cm2) at cycling capacity of 2 mAh/cm2, surpassing the value in
most previous works. Moreover, a cumulative capacity of more than 5000 mAh/cm2 at
5 mA/cm2 and 10 mA/cm2 is respectively realized at high cycling capacities of 5
mAh/cm2 and 10 mAh/cm2. Notably, such high cumulative capacities cannot be
achieved at simultaneously high current density and large per-cycle areal capacity in
previously reported approaches. These results clearly demonstrate the great superiority
of our technique at a wide range of current densities and cycling capacities.
The mechanism behind improved cycling stability is further explored by the
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and SEM images after cycles. The EIS
data is simulated by equivalent circuits (Figure 6.13). An additional parallel RC circuit
is incorporated for the Sn-coated separator due to the presence of an extra depressed
semicircle that is related to the Sn coating/electrolyte interface. The fitting resistance
results are shown in Table 6.2. The charge transfer resistance at the Ti/electrolyte
interface (Rct) of Zn/Zn cells with pristine separator is 42.14 Ω after 10th cycles and
then increases to 73.69 Ω after 20th cycles. In contrast, Zn/Zn cells with Sn-coated
separator present stable and much lower resistances. The resistance at the Sn
coating/electrolyte interface (Rsf) and Rct only slightly rise from 5.81 Ω and 2.26 Ω in
the 10th cycles to 6.61 Ω and 2.81 Ω after 20th cycles, respectively. The low and stable
interfacial resistances indicate the enhanced deposition/stripping kinetics and
interfacial stability. The SEM images after cycling provide further concrete evidence
(Figure 6.14a-f). An uneven surface with many protrusions is observed on Zn anode
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using pristine separator after 1 cycle due to inhomogeneous Zn deposition. Moreover,
the cycled Zn evolves into a looser and rougher structure after 20 cycles. Benefiting
from the uniform Zn2+ flux by Sn coating, Zn anode presents a much smooth and
uniform surface after 1 cycle and 20 cycles. Turn to the SEM images of cycled Sncoated separator, it is partially covered by the flat Zn after 1 cycle. The dense Zn metal
is observed on Sn-coated separator after 20 cycles. The Zn depositions growing from
anode and separator are supposed to meet and merge upon cycling, which gives rise to
the compact Zn metal layer and changes the Zn growth direction. This is confirmed by
dendrite-free Zn morphologies on both Zn anode and Sn-coated separator even after
200 cycles. (Figures 6.14g and h). These results indicate Sn-coated separator could
homogenize Zn2+ flux and merge Zn deposition from the substrate and separator, which
leads to the dendrite-free morphologies and reinforced interfacial stability, realizing the
safe operation of the cells even at rather rigorous testing conditions. Note that the
superior performance is realized with neither Sn-coated Zn foils nor other metal-coated
separator (Figure 6.15). It suggests a synergistic effect between the Sn-induced highly
zincophilicity and the face-to-face growth in suppressing dendrite growth.
a

b

c

Rct

ZW

d

Rs

Rsf

Rs
CPE1

CPE1

Rct

ZW

CPE2

Figure 6.13 Nyquist plots using Zn/Zn cells with (a) pristine separator and (b) Sncoated separator; Equivalent circuit models for EIS plots using Zn/Zn cells with (c)
pristine separator and (d) Sn-coated separator.
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Table 6.2 The fitting resistance results of Zn/Zn cells with pristine separator and Sncoated separator after different cycles at 5 mA/cm2 and 5 mAh/cm2 by the equivalent
circuits.
Samples

Resistance (Ω)

1st cycle

10th cycle

20th cycle

Pristine

Rs

4.97

5.18

13.56

separator

Rct

132.20

42.14

73.69

Rs

1.47

3.25

1.33

Rsf

4.49

5.81

6.61

Rct

14.04

2.26

2.81

Sn-coated
separator

Figure 6.14 SEM images of the electrodes after Zn deposition at 5 mA/cm2 and 5
mAh/cm2. Cycled Zn using pristine separator after (a) 1 cycle and (b) 20 cycles; Zn
using Sn-coated separator after (c) 1 cycle and (d) 20 cycles. Zn on cycled Sn-coated
separator after (e) 1 cycle and (f) 20 cycles. (g) Cycled Zn using Sn-coated separator
and (h) cycled Zn on Sn-coated separator after 200 cycles at 5 mA/cm2 and 5 mAh/cm2.
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Figure 6.15 (a) The cycling performance of cells using (a) Sn-coated Zn foil and (b)
Ag-coated separator tested at 5 mA/cm2 and 5 mAh/cm2. (c) Schematic illustration of
Zn deposition with Sn-coated Zn foil. Ag is found to have the second highest Zn affinity
after Sn (Figure 6.5a).
To assess the practical application of Sn-coated separator, the full cell paired with
a MnO2 cathode is assembled. The CV curves of full cells using pristine separator and
Sn-coated separator are compared in Figure 6.16a. They present the same Mn-ion redox
peaks, in agreement well with the reported works.178 The full cell with Sn-coated
separator shows lower oxidation potential, higher reduction potential and peak current
than that with pristine separator, suggesting improved reaction kinetics for Sn-coated
separator.156, 246, 247 Supportive evidence could be found at the rate performance of full
cells (Figure 6.16b). At a high current density of 0.75 A/g (equivalent to 2 C), a full cell
with the Sn-coated separator can provide a discharge capacity equivalent to
approximately 200% of that with the pristine separator (107 mAh/g vs. 53 mAh/g).
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Figure 6.16 The electrochemical performance of Zn||MnO2 batteries using pristine
separator and Sn-coated separator: (a) CV at a scan rate of 0.1 mV/s (second cycle). (b)
Rate performances. Cycling performance at 0.3 A/g, with (c) Zn foil as anode and (d)
N:P ratios of 10:1.
The long-term cycling stability of full cells using Zn foil as an anode is evaluated
at 0.3 A/g (Figure 6.16c). Benefitting from effective Sn-coated separator, the full cell
presents a stable cycle life with a discharge capacity of ~200 mAh/g after 600 cycles.
Turning to the one with pristine separator, the discharge capacity is ~159 mAh/g after
130 cycles and then gradually drops to ~94 mAh/g after 260 cycles. More critically,
using a pre-set amount of Zn as the anode, the cycling performance of the full cell is
further evaluated at the specific negative-to-positive electrode capacity (N:P) ratios of
10:1. The discharge capacity of the full cell with the pristine separator deteriorates
rapidly after about 60 cycles, with a capacity of merely ~63 mAh/g after 80 cycles
(Figure 6.16d). On the contrary, the highly improved cycle stability is achieved over
180 cycles (discharge capacity of ~145 mAh/g) on the full cell with the Sn-coated
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separator. The performance of our work and other research is summarized in Table 6.3.
It is found that the stability of our work is competitive with those previous reports.
Table 6.3 Summary of electrochemical performance of Zn metal batteries through
modifying interfacial layer.
Modification
Sn-coated
separator
Vertical
graphene-coated
separator
Polyacrylonitrile
separator
Reduced
graphene oxidecoated Zn
Carbon-coated
Zn
PVDF/TiO2coated Zn
ZnO-coated Zn
Polyamidecoated Zn
Kaolin-coated
Zn
Al2O3-coated Zn
TiO2-coated Zn
CaCO3-coated
Zn
(001) facetTiO2-coated Zn

Cathode

Discharge
capacity
(mAh/cm2)

Cycle
Number

Capacity
retention
(%)

Ref.

MnO2

~200

600

~100

This
work

V2O5

~150

1000

~75

227

225

None
V3O7·H2O

~200

1000

~79

240

NVP

~70

1000

~65

121

MnO2

~234

300

~100

241

MnO2

~212.9

500

~100

80

MnO2

~176.1

1000

~88

78

MnO2

~190

600

~86

156

MnO2
MnO2

~250
~150

200
1000

~74
~85

242

MnO2

~185

1000

~86

243

MnO2

~80

300

~84

245

157

6.2.5 Electrochemical performance of Sn-coated separator for Na/K metal
batteries.
We note that the Sn element is also highly sodiophilic.248,249 The strategy of interfacial
chemistry regulation may also be applicable to Na metal anode, which suffers from
similar safety hazards related to Na dendrite growth.250 A Na/Na symmetrical cell is
fabricated using the Sn-coated separator. After cycling, the Na deposition on Sn-coated
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separator could be clearly visualized in the optical image (Figure 6.17). It would trigger
the face-to-face growth of Na metal on the substrate and separator, which is beneficial
to preventing dendrite growth and improving the cyclic stability, as demonstrated
earlier in the Zn metal case. The electrochemical performance adopting Sn-coated
separator is evaluated using Na/Na symmetric cells. The cell with pristine separator
fails after ~320 h cycling at 2 mA/cm2 for 2 mAh/cm2, while a smooth and stable
voltage profile for 1000 h is observed in the cell with Sn-coated separator at the same
test condition (Figure 6.18a). Noticeably, the cell with Sn-coated separator could stably
operate for 450 h under a higher current density (5 mA/cm2) and cycling capacity (5
mAh/cm2) with only a slightly increased overpotential (Figure 6.18b), which should be
attributed to the regulated Na+ flux and the capability of merging Na deposition from
the anode. In contrast, a dramatically fluctuant voltage profile is displayed in the cell
with pristine separator, owing to the unstable electrode/electrolyte interface and the
growth of dendrites. It finally ends up at ~230 h with a huge overpotential up to 1 V.
We further apply this strategy to potassium (K) metal anodes and realize a lifetime of
450 h at a large current density (3 mA/cm2) and cycling capacity (3 mAh/cm2), as seen
from Figure 6.19. The benefits of adopting the Sn-coated separator are confirmed in the
NVPF/Na full cells with an N:P capacity ratio of 5:1 (Figure 6.18c). The Cu current
collectors deposited with a certain amount of Na are employed as anodes. Full cells
with Sn-coated separator deliver much-improved capacity retention than that using a
pristine separator. These results demonstrate the feasibility of Sn-coated separator for
Na/K metal batteries.
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Figure 6.17 Optical photo of Na deposition on Sn-coated separator with 4 mAh/cm2 at
1 mA/cm2.

Figure 6.18 The electrochemical performance of Na metal batteries in 1 M NaPF6diethylene glycol dimethyl ether (DGM). The cycling performance of Na/Na cells using
pristine separator and Sn-coated separator are tested at (a) 2 mA/cm2 and 2 mAh/cm2
and (b) 5 mA/cm2 and 5 mAh/cm2. (c) The cycling performance of Na||NVPF batteries
using pristine separator and Sn-coated separator at 0.1 A/g, with N:P ratios of 5:1.
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Figure 6.19 The cycling performance of K/K cells using pristine separator and Sncoated separator are tested at 3 mA/cm2 and 3 mAh/cm2 in 1 M KFSI-DGM.
6.3 Summary
The dendritic growth of Zn is inherently unavoidable since the process is
thermodynamically and kinetically favorable. In view of that, we propose an advanced
separator modified by a conductive and zincophilic coating layer, which not only
retards the growth of Zn dendrites but also eliminates the inevitably formed Zn
dendrites. After screening various candidate elements, Sn is selected because of its
electrochemical stability, electrical conductivity, and excellent zincophilicity. As
revealed by the theoretical simulation, the conductive Sn layer brings about uniform
electric field distribution, enabling smooth Zn deposition on the anode and delaying the
formation of Zn dendrites. Additionally, the electrical conductivity and zincophilicity
of Sn coating trigger Zn deposition on the separator. It merges the Zn grown from the
anode during cycling, eliminating the inevitably formed Zn dendrites and avoiding
short circuits. Consequently, dendrites-free Zn morphologies and highly prolonged
cycling performance (1000 h at 5 mA/cm2 for 5 mAh/cm2 and 500 h at 10 mA/cm2 for
10 mAh/cm2) are realized under rigorous testing conditions, allowing the operation of
MnO2/Zn full cell with limited excess of Zn metal. Furthermore, this strategy could also
be applied to Na/K metal batteries owing to the sodiumphilic/potassiumphilic nature of
Sn. This work provides new insights for constructing safe metal batteries by modifying
the separator/electrolyte interface.
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Chapter 7.

Conclusions and Future work

This chapter summarizes the main findings of this thesis and gives a perspective for
future studies.
7.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, Zn deposition/stripping is controlled through interfacial regulation, hence
boosting the stability of Zn metal anodes. More importantly, we reveal several unclear
issues, including the effect of desolvation kinetics, temperature, surface adsorption, and
current density on Zn nucleation. Besides, deep insights into resolving the evitable
formed Zn dendrites upon growth are demonstrated. Four major findings drawn from
this thesis are highlighted in the following:
(1) We investigate the intrinsic relation between Zn deposition behavior and
desolvation kinetics through employing AN as a co-solvent to regulate the desolvation
process. Partial H2O molecules surrounding Zn2+ are replaced by AN, due to its stronger
affinity to the Zn2+. This unique solvation configuration that increases the desolvation
energy, results in high nucleation overpotential and improved nucleation sites, thus
enabling finer grain size and dendrites-free morphologies.
(2) We unravel the thermal instability of Zn metal anodes, where accelerated dendrite
growth and rampant side reactions are responsible for degraded performance at low and
high temperatures, respectively. According to our findings, a multifunctional oligomer
PEGDME is then developed as a competitive solvent to circumvent these temperatureinduced issues: it replaces water molecules on the Zn surface owing to preferential
surface adsorption, suppressing dendrite formation and Zn corrosion; it also weakens
the water/water and water/Zn2+ interaction respectively through rich ether groups and
strong solvation ability, highly alleviating parasitic reactions even at elevated
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temperatures. Thanks to these synergistic features, the Zn deposition/stripping lifetime
is over tenfold increased at both low and high temperatures.
(3) We demonstrate the dual and contradictory roles of J in kinetics and
thermodynamics during the deposition/stripping process. The well-known former
renders decreased Sand’s time (τ) and deteriorative cycling stability, while the
commonly overlooked latter provides larger extra energy that accelerates nucleation
rate (νn). Using Zn metal anode as a model system, we reveal J-dependent stability
under νn and τ controlled nucleation-growth processes. Based on the discoveries, an
initial high J (IHJ) cycling protocol is proposed to form sufficient nuclei at a high J for
guiding subsequent metal deposition at the lower J, realizing highly improved Zn, Li,
and K metal batteries.
(4) We develop an advanced separator modified by a conductive and zincophilic Sn
layer to manipulate the Zn dendrite growth. The equipotential surface of Sn conductor
could lead to homogenous electric field distribution and smooth Zn deposition on anode,
which delays the initiation of Zn dendrites. Moreover, the excellent zincophilicity of
Sn coating enables concurrent Zn deposition on the separator to realize face-to-face Zn
growth between anode and separator, eliminating the inevitably formed Zn dendrites.
Consequently, we achieve a superior lifetime with an ultrahigh cumulative capacity of
5000 mAh/cm2 (1000 h at 5 mA/cm2 for 5 mAh/cm2). Furthermore, the strategy can be
readily extended to Na metal anodes for enabling safe and stable Na metal batteries.
7.2 Future work
This thesis resolves the issues of Zn metal anodes from reaction kinetics and
morphology control for realizing improved electrochemical performance. Nonetheless,
there are still many challenges to the practical application of ZMBs. Extending from
this thesis, the following directions are summarized to boost the development of Zn
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metal anodes.
(1) Apart from current density and cycling capacity revealed in this thesis that can
highly affect the stability of Zn metal anode, the other factors, e.g., depth of discharge
(DOD), electrolyte amount, and thickness of Zn metal, potentially have a substantial
impact on Zn deposition/stripping process but remain obscure. These parameters highly
determine the energy density of Zn metal anodes. For instance, the practical capacity
of Zn metal anodes is calculated through multiplying its theoretical capacity (820
mAh/g) and the DOD. At this stage, the DOD of most research is lower than 10%.
Namely, Zn metal anodes actually deliver a lower capacity of 82 mAh/g, which
dramatically discounts the energy density of ZMBs. Therefore, it is necessary to clearly
state the effect of these critical parameters on Zn deposition/stripping lifetime and find
the optimal balance between them. On the other hand, a standard and uniform parameter
setting should be established and applied for labs’ tests to better propel the commercial
application of ZMBs.
(2) The issues faced with Zn metal anodes are still challenging to be solved concurrently
by an individual approach, which strongly suggests that the proposed strategies should
be reasonably integrated to realize advanced Zn metal anodes. For example, the
approaches of Sn-coated separator and PEGDME-based electrolytes in this thesis are
likely to be combined for constructing an omnipotent Zn metal anode. However, there
have rarely been demonstrations of such combined modifications. It remains unclear
how to incorporate these different approaches efficiently.
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